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MOLESTED AND DISTURBED:
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
BY
ABORIGINAL PEOPLES THROUGH
SECTION 35
OF THE CONSTITUTION ACT, 1982.

And whereas it is just and reasonable, and essential to Our Interest and the Security of Our Colonies, that the
several Nations or Tribes of Indians, with whom We are connected, and who live under Our Protection, should not
be molested or disturbed in the Possession of such Parts of Our Dominions and Territories, as, not having been
ceded to, or purchased by Us, are reserved to them, or any of them, as their Hunting Grounds . . .

(Royal Proclamation of 1763.)

ABSTRACT
The author reviews the jurisprudence and academic commentary as to the protection provided by
section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982, with a view to determining whether aboriginal peoples
in Canada can use section 35 as an environmental protection tool. She concludes that section 35
offers promising potential for environmental protection in specific circumstances. The author
recommends that aboriginal peoples consider exercise of environmental governance. This
recommendation arises out of the conclusion that there are existing environmental aboriginal and
treaty rights. Environmental governance would also help with the recognition and protection of
those rights under section 35.
SECTION 35, CONSTITUTION ACT, 1982
Section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 provides:
(1)The existing aboriginal and treaty rights of the aboriginal peoples of Canada are hereby
recognized and affirmed.
(2)In this Act, “aboriginal peoples of Canada” includes the Indian, Inuit and Metis peoples of
Canada.
(3)For greater certainty, in subsection (1) “treaty rights” includes rights that now exist by way of
land claims agreements or may be so acquired.
(4)Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, the aboriginal and treaty rights referred to in
subsection (1) are guaranteed equally to male and female persons.
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A. INTRODUCTION:
1. Definition of the Rights
Seventeen years after the Constitution Act, 1982, introduced section 35, "recognizing and
affirming" the "existing aboriginal and treaty rights" of the aboriginal peoples of Canada, there is
now a body of case law and academic literature as to the meaning of and the protection offered
by that section. That body of commentary will be considered in answering the question whether
aboriginal peoples can use section 35 as an environmental protection tool. In doing so, I will
consider environmental rights protected as "aboriginal rights," and those protected as "treaty
rights." I will style them as "environmental aboriginal rights" and "environmental treaty rights"
respectively.
In this paper, I define "environmental rights" to be rights of environmental protection. Section
35 may protect environmental rights directly, for example as a direct right of water quality
protection. It may also protect environmental rights indirectly when they are "reasonably
incidental" to another aboriginal or treaty right. An example is where a right to fish implies
water quality and habitat supportive of the fishery. Another question is whether the
environmental right is a right to carry out or control environmental protection matter or whether
it is only a right to require other levels of government to do so.
The kinds of rights that could be considered "environmental rights" are many and likely to vary
with the varied ecosystems in which aboriginal peoples live. The appendix contains some
examples of environmental protection rights. For example, the suggestions include a right to
good water quality for fish habitat, or a right to clean healthy air. These examples are prepared
from the perspective of an environmental lawyer. Aboriginal peoples would themselves want to
frame and categorize the rights that they seek to protect. Furthermore, the list as provided does
not reflect the integrated reality of ecosystems, nor the related integrated perspectives of
aboriginal peoples. Some might object to a piece meal approach to the environmental protection
issues with which they are concerned. For the purposes of this paper, “environmental”
aboriginal or treaty rights are either aboriginal or treaty rights that aboriginal peoples could use
to protect the natural environment, including habitat, water, air, land, food, and the other species
who live in the surrounding ecosystem, as well as the inter-related ecological functions between
all of these aspects of the environment.
2. Can Environmental Activity or Protection be Characterized as an Aboriginal or Treaty
Right?
The jurisprudence of the Supreme Court of Canada dictates that “environmental” aboriginal
rights will consist of a collection of possible specific environmental aboriginal rights. The
success of any claim for “environmental” aboriginal rights will be dependant upon the Court’s
“characterization” of the right at issue.

Originally prepared in partial fulfillment of the requirements of an LLM. (Constitutional Law) at Osgoode Hall
School of York University, September 1999.
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For example, in Pamajewon1 the court characterized the “right” claimed as “the right to
participate in, and to regulate, high stakes gambling activities.” However, the right as
characterized by the aboriginal peoples making the claim was a right to manage the use of their
reserve lands.2 This characterization resulted in the Court’s focus on “gambling” and whether
control of gambling met the tests that the Court has developed for proof of aboriginal rights. The
Court did not accept that the characterization was jurisdiction to manage their own lands, which
is what the aboriginal peoples attempted to assert.
A different characterization of a right might result in a different outcome. Madam Justice
L’Heureux-Dube pointed out the difficulties arising from the Court’s characterization of the right
in Smokehouse. She would have characterized the right claimed as “trading fish for livelihood,
support and sustenance” rather than characterizing it as commercial fishing as the majority did.3
Professor Slattery has suggested two categories of rights covered by section 35(1): “generic
rights” and “specific rights." Generic rights are standardized and available to all aboriginal
groups entitled to the right under general principles of common and constitutional law. Specific
rights are rights distinctive to a particular Aboriginal group, as
“determined by the historical practices, customs, and traditions integral to the culture of
the group in question. As such, specific rights differ substantially in form and content
from group to group.”4
Examples of generic rights include aboriginal title, aboriginal language rights to speak a mother
tongue and arguably the aboriginal right to self-government. I would suggest that environmental
aboriginal rights are a hybrid of these two categories. Establishment of the existence and scope
of an environmental aboriginal right may require specificity as to the right, its location, and those
entitled to it. There may also be elements of generic rights that apply, such as those derived from
aboriginal title principles or self-government principles.
Professor Slattery described the "doctrine of aboriginal rights" as a basic principle of Canadian
common law already in existence over the centuries before 1982,
"that defines the constitutional links between the Crown and aboriginal peoples and
regulates the interplay between Canadian systems of law and government (based on
English and French law) and native land rights, customary laws and political institutions.
It states the original terms upon which the Crown assumed sovereignty over native
peoples and their territories."5

1

R. v. Pamajewon [1990] 2 S.C.R. 821; [1990] S.C.J. No. 20 (Q.L.)

2

Pamajewon at para. 26-7 (Q.L.); Borrows, Frozen Rights, footnote 152, p. 49; Bell, footnote 114 at p. 53

3

R. v. Smokehouse, footnote 40, at para. 81 (Q.L.)

4

Slattery, Brian, “Varieties of Aboriginal Rights”, 6 CanadaWatch 71 (1998)

5

Slattery, Brian, "Understanding Aboriginal Rights" (1987) 66 The Canadian Bar Review 727 at 732. (The extent
to which the Crown "assumed sovereignty over native peoples and their territories" remains disputed in Canada..
See Asch, Michael and Macklem, Patrick, “Aboriginal Rights and Canadian Sovereignty: An Essay on R. v.
Sparrow” (1991) 29 Alta. L. Rev. (No. 2) 498)
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“Aboriginal rights” is a legal constitutional term under section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982.
Slattery noted that three legal systems may be available in considering the legal position of
Canadian aboriginal peoples: international law; the domestic law of Canada; and the domestic
law of the aboriginal peoples.6 These and other rights of Aboriginal peoples7 may also arise by
virtue of Aboriginal peoples’ own laws, inherent rights of self government, or international law.
At the same time, aboriginal rights in Canada, including treaty rights, are “sui generis”; that is,
they consist of a unique body of law which the courts are still in the process of developing,
specifically intended to forge links between the common law and aboriginal principles - that is to
combine two distinct legal systems.8
3. The Existing Environmental Governance Paradigm
Canadian environmental law makers often assume that governance is exclusively distributed
between the federal and provincial levels of government.9 The Constitution Act, 1867 does not
define “environment” as a specific “head” of power. The Supreme Court of Canada has
confirmed that each order of government has a role to play.10
In environmental law practice, there is little recognition of the authority of aboriginal peoples to
effect environmental laws. Provincial tribunals' decisions profoundly impact on aboriginal
peoples’ environmental rights. However, they rarely recognize that they must consider those
rights.11 Tribunals must act consistently with the Crown’s duties to aboriginal peoples.12 Justice
6

Slattery, "Understanding", footnote 5, at 735

7

The term “aboriginal peoples” will be used in this paper for purposes of consistency with Section 35 of the
Constitution Act. However, the author customarily uses the term First Nations for most of her clients as that is their
preference. Chang comments that (in the Hawaiian context), simply the use of terminology can impact on rights, as
in the case of the term "indigenous persons" rather than "annexed nation". Chang, footnote 60, p. 865

8

Borrows, John and Rotman, Leonard I., “The Sui Generis Nature of Aboriginal Rights: Does it Make a
Difference?” (1997) 36 Alta. L. Rev. (No. 1) 9 at text surrounding their footnote 98
9

McNeil traces this paradigm in part from colonialism and the doctrine of Parliamentary sovereignty, which, he
points out "never exactly fit the Canadian context." As he states, there have always been constitutional limits on
Parliamentary sovereignty in Canada, including the original power of the Crown (in Britain) to veto legislation, the
federal division of powers, and more recently, the Charter. McNeil, "Constitutional Space", footnote 151 at p. 117;
See also McNeil, "Rethinking", footnote 209, at para. 18 (Q.L.) - the Crown has lacked the "prerogative power to
abrogate or derogate from property or other legal rights" since the Magna Carta

10

R. v. Hydro Quebec (1997), 151 D.L.R. (4th) 32 (S.C.C.)

11

Borrows, John, “Living Between Water and Rocks: First Nations, Environmental Planning and Democracy”, 47
University of Toronto Law Journal 417 (1997) discussing Ontario’s Planning Act and its associated administrative
tribunal, the Ontario Municipal Board in land use decision making. Borrows discussed the expression and sources
of aboriginal laws as including environmental and land-use planning principles and precedents that remain
accessible and relevant to environmental decision makers today. As he pointed out, much of our landscape of
human use and occupation today is the result of and was enabled by pre-existing uses and occupations by aboriginal
peoples, including the environmental principles of aboriginal peoples. However, in the Ontario example, there are
no procedural mechanisms to ensure the inclusion of these principles in provincial planning decisions. Similarly,
Ontario’s Environmental Assessment Act does not assure inclusion of aboriginal peoples’ environmental principles.
Other Ontario examples include landfill siting under the Environmental Assessment Act and the Environmental
Protection Act; waste water treatment plant siting under the Environmental Assessment Act and Ontario Water
Resources Act; and the recent "Living Legacy" announcements by the Ontario Provincial government in March,
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Iacobucci stated this principle in National Energy Board:
“It is obvious that the Board must exercise its decision-making function, including the
interpretation and application of its governing legislation, in accordance with the dictates
of the Constitution, including s. 35(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982. Therefore, it must
first be determined whether this particular decision of the Board, made pursuant to s.
119.08(1) of the National Energy Board Act, could have the effect of interfering with the
existing aboriginal rights of the appellants so as to amount to a prima facie infringement
of s. 35(1).”13
Slattery provided a compelling vision of the constitutional basis of governance that includes
aboriginal peoples as well as federal and provincial governments:
“The view proposed here is that whatever its historical origins, the modern Canadian
Constitution owes its supremacy to the existence of a fundamental trust that molds and
informs our governmental institutions. At the most abstract level, the trust embodies the
fundamental doctrine that governments do not possess unlimited powers but are
constrained by their intrinsic mandate, which is to govern for the welfare of the people,
both those now living and those to be born.... In its distinctive Canadian incarnation, the
doctrine holds that the governmental trust is owed not just to individual citizens but also
to various communities represented in our confederal structure, to wit the Provinces, the
First Nations, and Canada as a whole....the division of powers is not the only collective
manifestation of the constitutional trust. I suggest that the Constitution incorporates a
particular fiduciary relationship with the Province of Quebec... The third collective facet
of the Canadian constitutional trust is the special fiduciary relationship between the
Crown and Aboriginal peoples...grounded in historical practices that emerged from
dealings between the British Crown and Aboriginal nations in eastern North America,
especially during the formative period extending from the founding of colonies in the
early 1600's to the fall of New France in 1760. By the end of this period, the principles
underlying these practices had crystallized as part of the basic constitutional law
governing the colonies and were reflected in the Royal Proclamation...”14
The widespread exclusion of aboriginal decision making from federal and provincial decisions
that profoundly affect the environments in which aboriginal peoples live amounts to a
fundamental omission of a constitutional right of participation.15
1999 which allocated a very large proportion of Ontario's crown lands to specified uses, but failed to take account of
aboriginal peoples' section 35 rights
12

Hutchins and Schulze, footnote 98, at text surrounding their footnote 85

13

Quebec (A.G.) v. Canada (National Energy Board) [1994] 1 S.C.R. 159; [1994] S.C.J. No. 13 at para. 40 (Q.L.)

14

Slattery, Brian, “First Nations and the Constitution,” footnote 32, at p. 270

15

See Makivik, footnote 174; Similarly, from an international perspective, Jennifer McIver argues that aboriginal
peoples in the Arctic States must be included with equal status to States in environmental decision making in the
Arctic Council. She included suggestions as to the value of "a thorough study of the notion of a "sovereign within a
sovereign", including the possibilities of "the distribution of "partial" sovereign powers, interplay between state and
indigenous legislation, the location and nature of foreign relations powers, and the capacity to adopt international
obligations and their application," McIver, Jennifer, "Environmental Protection, Indigenous Rights and the Arctic
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Furthermore, exclusion of aboriginal peoples from environmental decision making is
unnecessary. Aboriginal laws need not be inconsistent with provincial and federal laws.
Borrows has suggested that it is incumbent upon Canadian judges to
“Draw upon First Nations legal sources more often and more explicitly in order to assist
them in deciding Aboriginal issues.”16
Borrows argues that First Nation environmental law “can be articulated so as to apply to disputes
before Canadian courts.”17 A further benefit of Canadian courts’ understanding and application
of aboriginal laws is the prevention of inappropriate or erroneous understanding of the
Aboriginal rights in question.18
There is a recent trend to transfer of regulatory responsibility from federal and provincial
governments to "private" entities, some of which are industry based.19 This adds another level of
complexity. Assertion by aboriginal peoples of positive rights to control activities that affect
aboriginal rights, aboriginal title lands, aboriginal fishing and hunting lands, or even reservation
lands may conflict with these new (mainly provincial) regulatory regimes. Many activities will
affect aboriginal peoples because of detrimental impacts on their environment and should be
subject to full environmental assessments even under provincial or federal legislation. However,
many are now escaping such scrutiny.20 Environmental assessments might have been an
opportunity for input by, and reflection of the perspectives of aboriginal peoples.21
Council: Rock, Paper, Scissors on the Ice?" (1997) Georgetown International Environmental Law Review 147 at
167, (citing Jose Paulo Kastrup, The Internationalization of Indigenous Rights from the Environmental and Human
Rights Perspective, 32 Tex. Int'l. L.J. 97, 111)
16

Borrows, footnote 59 “With/Without”, at p. 6 (QL version)

17

Borrows, footnote 59 “With/Without”, at p. 7 and at text surrounding his footnote 114 (QL)

18

Borrows, footnote 59 “With/Without”, at text surrounding his footnote 68 (QL)

19

Examples include the recent devolvement of authority to the Technical Safety Standards Authority, in Ontario,
revisions to the Aggregates Act in Ontario and proposals for non-governmental control of stream management and
stream fisheries currently being discussed in Ontario

20

For example, under Ontario’s revised Environmental Assessment Act, many matters are no longer being referred
for hearing before the Environmental Assessment Board, thus denying aboriginal peoples the opportunity to attend
and bring their perspective regarding the subject projects. At the federal level, aboriginal peoples’ participation is
affected by the Harmonization Accord (The Canada-Wide Accord on Environmental Harmonization) which
anticipates that federal and provincial level governments will follow a new process for environmental assessments
over which they both have jurisdiction. Aboriginal peoples were not parties to the Accord although the Accord does
delay inclusion of the Yukon and Northwest Territories in the standards subagreement until “resource management
and related environmental protection responsibilities are devolved to the Territorial governments or through
intergovernmental agreements, which include appropriate roles for resource management institutions established
pursuant to Aboriginal claims agreements.” In a recent federal context, a first nation brought application for judicial
review where there was no environmental assessment of a port authority project pursuant to the Canadian
Environmental Assessment Act or its predecessor, the Environmental Assessment and Review Process Guidelines
Order. The applicant was unsuccessful in the judicial review application of the Minister of Environment’s decision
refusing to order an environmental assessment, even though the port development would affect the First Nation’s
traditional ability to rely on marine resources in the “ecologically sensitive” Fraser River estuary, in part because
there were not yet regulations requiring port authorities to comply with CEAA: Tsawwassen Indian Band v. Canada
(Minister of Finance) [1998] F.C.J. No. 370 (QL) at para. 36 & 134 per Richard J., F.C.T.D.

21

Such as occurred during the defunct Demand Supply Plan Hearing before the Ontario Environmental Assessment

8

The Supreme Court of Canada has yet to appreciate and articulate an approach that accords full
rights of governance to aboriginal peoples, even as to aboriginal and treaty rights matters. The
Court’s concern was articulated in Nikal when Cory, J. stated that
“The government must ultimately be able to determine and direct the way in which these
rights [of aboriginal peoples and of others] should interact.”22
The implication in a statement such as this is that “the government” is a body, separate from the
aboriginal peoples, for example, the “federal” or “provincial” government. I will argue in this
paper that environmental aboriginal rights must include rights of governance as to those rights
and that aboriginal peoples’ governance must be included in our constitutional conception of
“government” in Canada.23 An approach that recognizes aboriginal peoples as having
constitutionally recognized rights of governance, and aboriginal peoples as another level of
government would avoid the “conflicting rights” paradigm that the Supreme Court of Canada
seems to fear. Rather, the courts’ involvement would more properly be that of arbitrating the
rightful jurisdictional “spheres” of each level of government, including aboriginal peoples’, as a
body of last resort24. From the Supreme Court’s recent decision in Reference re Secession of
Quebec, it is a small step to arrive at a constitutional conception of governance in Canada that
allows for federal, provincial and aboriginal government. In that case, the Court said that,
“The principle of federalism recognizes the diversity of the component parts of
Confederation, and the autonomy of provincial governments to develop their societies
within their respective spheres of jurisdiction. The federal structure of our country also
facilitates democratic participation by distributing power to the government thought to be
most suited to achieving the particular societal objective having regard to this
diversity.”25
This conception of governance is equally applicable to the role of aboriginal peoples’
governance over environmental rights. As in the Secession case, the Canadian constitution, thus
viewed, allows for the “pursuit of collective goals” by many diverse groups within Canada. The
Court said there,
“The function of federalism is to enable citizens to participate concurrently in different
collectivities and to pursue goals at both a provincial and a federal level.”26
To that should also be added, “and for aboriginal peoples within Canada’s territory, at an
Board and during the Class Environmental Assessment Timber Management Hearing before the same Board
22

R. v. Nikal, footnote 139 at para. 92

23

Cheng, footnote 235, at para. 11, 12 cogently argues, like Brian Slattery, that there is room for sovereign authority
to be shared by three levels of government, one of which is Aboriginal, and whose sovereign authority is inherent;
not delegated from another level. He shows that this approach, which requires a recognition of self-government
rights as well, is necessary in order to avoid an approach whereby “Aboriginality” is reduced to a system of
recognizing fishing and hunting rights based on “cultural curiosities”

24

See Cheng, footnote 235, at paras. 25, 26, 32

25

Reference re Secession of Quebec, [1998] 2 S.C.R. 217; [1998] S.C.J. No. 61 at para. 58 (Q.L.)

26

Reference re Secession, footnote 25, at para. 66
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aboriginal level.” The argument as to why aboriginal peoples must also see their level of
government reflected in Canada’s constitutional understanding was best put by the Court itself:
“A political system must also possess legitimacy, and in our political culture, that
requires an interaction between the rule of law and the democratic principle. The system
must be capable of reflecting the aspirations of the people. But there is more. Our law’s
claim to legitimacy also rests on an appeal to moral values, many of which are imbedded
in our constitutional structure. It would be a grave mistake to equate legitimacy with the
“sovereign will” or majority rule alone, to the exclusion of other constitutional values.”27
B. WHOSE RIGHTS ARE ENVIRONMENTAL ABORIGINAL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL TREATY RIGHTS?
Is a potential claimant entitled to section 35 rights? Section 35 rights are held collectively, but
individuals may claim protection in certain circumstances. One such circumstance is in
defending a prosecution. Therefore, issues as to identification of claimants entitled to section 35
protection may arise both as to a group or as to an individual member.
Section 35 provides:
(2)
In this Act, “aboriginal peoples of Canada” includes the Indian, Inuit and Metis
peoples of Canada.
This definition does not provide criteria to determine who are the "Indian, Inuit and Metis"
peoples.28
Aboriginal and treaty rights are collective rights. For example in R v. Sundown, Cory J. said,
“They [fishing rights] are rights held by a collective and are in keeping with the culture
and existence of that group . . . [T]hey are the right of aboriginal people in common with
other aboriginal people to participate in certain practices traditionally engaged in by
particular aboriginal nations in particular territories . . . Any interest in the hunting cabin
is a collective right that is derived from the treaty and the traditional expeditionary
method of hunting. It belongs to the Band as a whole 29 . . .," 30

27

Reference re Secession, footnote 25, at para. 67

28

McNeil, Kent, "The Constitutional Rights of The Aboriginal Peoples of Canada", (1982) 4 Supreme Court Law
Review 255 at 261; See also R. v. Powley footnote 37

29

R. v. Sundown, March 25, 1999, Supreme Court of Canada, File No. 26161 at paragraphs 35-6. See also
Kapashesit & Klippenstein, footnote 66, at 959; and Slattery, “First Nations and the Constitution”, footnote 32 at
273, and Henderson, William B. and Ground, Derek T., “Survey of Aboriginal Land Claims”, (1994) 26 Ottawa
Law Review 187 at text surrounding footnote 12

30

Kapashesit and Klippenstein found support for the interpretation that section 35(1) rights are collective, or group
rights, from the use of the term “aboriginal peoples” in section 35(1) as the interpretation most consistent with the
international law understanding of the word “peoples”: Kapashesit and Klippenstein, footnote 66, at 955; For a
discussion of the difficulties that American courts have in understanding collective rights in resource management
decisions because of the western liberal individualistic tradition, see Harbison, footnote 232, at p. 370-1
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In describing aboriginal title rights as “held communally," Lamer, C.J.C. said that,
“Aboriginal title is a collective right to land held by all members of an aboriginal nation.
Decisions with respect to that land are also made by that community.”31
Professor Slattery has explained that:
“From the legal perspective, Aboriginal nations are constitutional entities rather than
ethnic or racial groups. Although a First Nation, like a Province, may happen to be
composed mainly of people of a certain stock, its status does not stem from its racial or
ethnic make-up but from its political autonomy.”32
A major purpose of collective rights is to ensure self-direction and the continued existence of the
group itself.33
Pentney provided some suggestions to determine the applicability of section 35 to particular
groups as described by section 35(2). He showed that the Courts have interpreted the word
“Indian” in section 91(24) of the Constitution Act, 1867 to include the Inuit. Definitions of
"Indian" in various versions of the Indian Act could be construed to have included Metis
peoples.34
Other sources include the Royal Proclamation, many other statutes, Royal Commissions,
treaties, the status registration system under the Indian Act, reports from traders and colonial
governors and others. Pentney noted that no one source is complete, but that there are various
sources that enumerate some of the "original inhabitants of this continent." Furthermore, it
would be inappropriate, even in determining membership in groups referred to as "Indians" in
section 35, to restrict such claims to Indian Act definitions.
Similarly, Professor Slattery suggested that identification of aboriginal peoples as entitled to
claim the protection of section 35 included:
"The parties asserting [aboriginal title] must constitute an organized group of native
people.... The criterion also disqualifies collections of people that lack sufficient
coherence, permanence, or self-identity to qualify as an organized group. But these
requirements must be applied flexibly, in light of the varying levels of organization found
in aboriginal societies . . . regard should be had to a variety of factors, such as (a) the
31

R. v. Delgamuukw at para. 115

32

Slattery, Brian, “First Nations and the Constitution”, 71 Canadian Bar Review 261 at 273 (1992); for an additional
discussion of “key differences” between “Indian tribes as sovereign governments” and other “communities of
color”, including the power to make and enforce their own laws, see Suagee, Dean B., “Turtle’s War Party: An
Indian Allegory on Environmental Justice”, 9 Journal of Environmental Law and Litigation, 461 at 471 (1994)

33

Pentney, footnote 223, p. 258

34

Pentney suggested that the "class of persons circumscribed by section 91(24) might be identical to that defined by
section 35(2) of the Constitution Act, 1982; at the very least the Indian and Inuit groups should be similarly defined
under both provisions." Pentney, footnote 223, at 266
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self-identity of its members, as shown in their actions and statements; (b) the culture and
way of life of the group; (c) the existence of group norms or customs similar to those of
other aboriginal peoples; and (d) the genetic composition of the group."35
Pentney suggested one test to determine entitlement of a single member to section 35 protection
is whether the member is an accepted member by the group. Pentney's suggestion that a court
might need to look at several factors, including "ancestry, kinship, culture, community
acceptance, lifestyle and self-identification" is probably the best approach.36
In the recent provincial Court case of R. v. Powley,37 Vaillancourt, J. found that the applicant
accused were Metis persons. He found the relevant provisions of the Game and Fish Act38 and
its regulatory scheme to be unjustified in its infringement of their aboriginal right to hunt. The
applicants had an Ontario Metis and Aboriginal Association card and claimed rights under the
Robinson Huron Treaty. The parties in Powley called expert evidence that established the
historical presence of “a distinct group of people known today as Metis” in the Sault Ste. Marie
area. The judge reviewed difficulties of defining “Metis.” For the case before him, the Judge
defined “Metis” as “a person of Aboriginal ancestry, who self identifies as a Metis and who is
accepted by the Metis community as a Metis.”39 The court found the appellants met this test.
Being aboriginal peoples entitled to the protection of section 35 rights, the next question will be
whether the community can establish environmental rights under the Court's recent
jurisprudence.
C. HOW ARE ENVIRONMENTAL ABORIGINAL RIGHTS ESTABLISHED?
Do environmental rights meet the tests as “aboriginal rights” protected by section 35? How
would environmental aboriginal rights be established in court rooms? Environmental aboriginal
rights should also inform policy-making, legislation, regulation and negotiation. Two of the tests
laid out by the Supreme Court of Canada in determining whether section 35 protects rights
include whether the rights claimed are "integral to the distinctive culture" and whether they are
"existing."
The first consideration is whether the rights are “integral to the distinctive culture.” Another
question is how rights are proven. A further issue is whether the rights claimed are “existing” as
required by the terms of section 35. The Supreme Court of Canada also requires the rights to be
"continuing" as a precondition for their recognition today.
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Pentney, footnote 223, at 274: For example, in the case of the Metis peoples of Canada, one source is the
Manitoba Metis described in the Manitoba Act for the purpose of "scrip" (whether they actually took grants or not);
another source is an Alberta statute defining Metis (The Metis Betterment Act)
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1. “Integral to the Culture”
(i) The Test
A significant test now applicable to section 35 claims is the “integral to the distinctive culture”
test created by Chief Justice Lamer in the Van der Peet trilogy40 in 1996. He described it in
Gladstone as follows:
“The second step in the Van der Peet test requires the Court to determine whether the
practice, custom or tradition claimed to be an aboriginal right was, prior to contact with
Europeans, an integral part of the distinctive aboriginal society of the particular
aboriginal people in question.”41
In Van der Peet and the other 1996 decisions, Chief Justice Lamer described this “test” as a
requirement for the proof of all aboriginal rights and furthermore that integral activities must
have continuity with traditions, customs and practices that existed before contact with
Europeans. He also said that rights must be “central” to the culture; and that they must be
“distinctive”; that is, they cannot be “aspects of Aboriginal society that are true to every human
society (e.g., eating to survive).”42,43
To be protected by section 35, the Court said that the aboriginal right must be more than
“incidental” to the activities recognized by the Court. In Van der Peet and Smokehouse, trading
fish was incidental to the “social and ceremonial activities," whereas in Gladstone, the right
recognized (trading fish) was “a central and defining feature of Heiltsuk society.”44

40

The Supreme Court released many aboriginal rights decisions in 1996, but here the reference to the Van der Peet
trilogy is to R. v. Van der Peet [1996] 2 S.C.R. 507; R. v. Gladstone [1996] 2 S.C.R. 723; and R. v. Smokehouse
[1996] 2 S.C.R. 672.
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Gladstone footnote 40 at para. 25 (Q.L.)
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As Kyle states, the Sparrow Court in 1990 did not originally set out this test as a requirement for defining
aboriginal rights; rather it was part of the description of the particular right in question in Sparrow: that is the
salmon fishery was an integral part of the Musqueam distinctive culture: Kyle, footnote 233, at page 301
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Van der Peet, per Lamer, C.J., footnote 40 at para. 56 & 63 (Q.L.)
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Smokehouse, footnote 40; para. 26: “Further, exchanges of fish at potlatches and at ceremonial occasions, because
incidental to those events, do not have the independent significance necessary to constitute an aboriginal right.
Potlatches and other ceremonial occasions may well be integral features of the Sheshaht and Opetchesaht cultures
and, as such, recognized and affirmed as aboriginal rights under s. 35(1); however, the exchange of fish incidental to
these occasions is not, itself, a sufficiently central, significant or defining feature of these societies so as to be
recognized as an aboriginal right under s. 35(1). The exchange of fish, when taking place apart from the occasion to
which such exchange was incidental, cannot, even if that occasion was an integral part of the aboriginal society in
question, constitute an aboriginal right.” per Lamer, C.J.C.; Compare with Gladstone, footnote 40; para. 28, 29:
“The appellants have provided clear evidence from which it can be inferred that, prior to contact, Heiltsuk society
was, in significant part, based on such trade. The Heiltsuk were, both before and after contact, traders of herring
spawn on kelp. Moreover, while to describe this activity as "commercial" prior to contact would be inaccurate given
the link between the notion of commerce and the introduction of European culture, the extent and scope of the
trading activities of the Heiltsuk support the claim that, for the purposes of s. 35(1) analysis, the Heiltsuk have
demonstrated an aboriginal right to sell herring spawn on kelp to an extent best described as commercial.” Per
Lamer, C.J.C.
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(ii) Criticisms of the “Integral to the Culture” Test
The requirement to prove an aboriginal right as “integral to the distinctive culture” in the manner
required by the Supreme Court presents an enormous burden of proof of potential environmental
aboriginal rights.45 Many aboriginal peoples conceive of the interrelatedness of human societies
and the natural world as essential to all human societies, whether all human societies recognize it
or not. Aboriginal peoples may be placed in the position of arguing that their conception is
“distinctive” within Lamer’s definition. At the same time, they would have to argue that their
approach is not “true to every human society” so as to defeat their claim that the right in question
is “integral.” Professor McNeil criticized the Court's description of the proof required:
"I have difficulty reconciling Lamer C.J.C.'s assertion that the practice, custom or
tradition in question does not have to be distinct with his statement that it cannot be an
aspect of the society which is true of every human society. Why should it be disqualified
because it happens to be common to all rather than just many human societies, as long as
it is a defining characteristic of the society in question? Lamer C.J.C. himself gave the
example of fishing for food, which was acknowledged to be an Aboriginal right of the
Musqueam Nation . . . I therefore think that one should disregard Lamer C.J.C.'s obiter
dictum about aspects of an Aboriginal society that are true of every human society."46
Other concerns arise from the Court’s “integral to the distinctive culture” test. Arguing that a
particular approach is “integral” under the Supreme Court’s tests will skew the very appreciation
and understanding of philosophies, practices, laws, and cultural and religious norms. Putting the
Supreme Court’s jurisprudential lens over the “evidence” (the philosophies, teachings, stories,
laws, practices of the aboriginal peoples) may affect or alter that heritage.47 The majority Court
has not recognized this problem. The Court assumes that there is such a thing as “integral” that
they may discover upon sufficient evidence, without impacting on the thing perceived to be
“integral." Despite the Court’s acceptance of anthropological evidence, the majority Court
seems impervious to the problems inherent in one culture defining another.48 For decades, the
discipline of cultural anthropology has recognized this quandary.49 In Van der Peet, Madame
45

For example, Barsh and Youngblood Henderson, footnote 156, at text following their note 15, discuss the
difficulties with the requirement for "centrality" and with its proof. They note that the Van der Peet trilogy added
"two hurdles to the Supreme Court's analysis of "existing aboriginal rights" in R. v. Sparrow", that is, that the
"precolonial practice be shown to have been "central" to the First Nation's culture (which arguably could result in a
far smaller set of eligible practices) and be further "reconciled" with British law (implying that the right to
engage in the practice may have been circumscribed or extinguished prior to 1982 by the mere existence of British
settlement)." They support their argument with a very telling "fable" by overlaying the Supreme Court's reasoning
and requirements on a future "distinct society" clause added to the Constitution on behalf of Quebec
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McNeil, "Connection", footnote 141 at text surrounding his footnote 29 (QL)
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An even more ominous view of the dangers of stereotypical notions of aboriginal peoples and the natural world is
found in Huffman, James L., “An Exploratory Essay on Native Americans and Environmentalism”, 63 University of
Colorado Law Review 901 (1992): “Unless Indian communities are to be preserved as museums in which people
subsist but do not participate in American life, they must be given the opportunity to develop.” (At p. 920)
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and see Barsh and Youngblood Henderson, footnote 156 at text surrounding their footnote 22 (Q.L.)
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See Bohannan, Laura, “Shakespeare in the bush”, (original essay 1966), in Conformity and Conflict: Readings in
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Justice L'Heureux-Dube voiced her concern as to this problem in her dissenting judgement:
"Finally, an approach based on a dichotomy between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal
practices, traditions and customs literally amounts to defining Aboriginal culture and
Aboriginal rights as that which is left over after features of non-Aboriginal cultures have
been taken away."50
Similarly, Bell said that
“... [T]he search [for central characteristics] also presumes that a living culture can be
accurately described by a shopping list of static characteristics, a presumption abandoned
by contemporary anthropological theory.”51
Borrows noted another problem with the Court’s approach in its insistence on proof of specific
aboriginal and treaty rights.52 The Supreme Court of Canada refuses to develop a generally
applicable body of law as to what are aboriginal rights. Barsh and Youngblood Henderson, also
asked whether this "case-by-case approach to decision making qualifies as 'law'." They argue
that the Court's approach has "jettisoned principles" and "guarantees the proliferation of
disputes" because of the evidence-driven approach to resolving Crown-aboriginal disputes.53
This approach makes it difficult to develop “a principled protective jurisprudence."54
For a successful outcome in the Courts, aboriginal peoples should define the environmental
aboriginal right in question as specifically and narrowly as possible, with clear delineation as to
geographical territory and the scope of the activities they seek to protect. However, by following
that course, aboriginal peoples are participating in a jurisprudential structure that is inherently
limited and therefore limiting. This approach mandates either litigation or protracted negotiation
in every case where aboriginal peoples seek to protect aboriginal and treaty rights. The more
usual approach of the law and the role of the courts is to develop a predictable jurisprudence.
Thus most may govern their affairs, privately or in interaction with governments, in a nonadversarial, non-litigious manner. The Court appears to be reluctant to set such principles. If it
did so, then those principles might be capable of application by other orders of government,
including aboriginal governments, in other fact situations.
Cultural Anthropology, James P. Spradley and David W. McCurdy, editors, 4th edition, 1980, pp 21-31 for a classic
illustration of the problems of cross cultural story telling; See also Borrows and Rotman, “Sui Generis”, footnote 8
at text surrounding their footnote 184, regarding the Supreme Court’s major gaffe in Jack and Charlie v. The Queen
(1985), 21 D.L.R. (4th) 641 (S.C.C.) in which the Court thought frozen deer meat would do as well as fresh in a
spiritual ceremony; and See Tsosie, footnote 242, at p. 270: “The problems of cross-cultural interpretation and the
attempt to define “traditional” indigenous beliefs raise a common issue: the tendency of non-Indians to glorify
Native Americans as existing in “perfect harmony” with nature )the “Noble Savage” resurrected or, on the other
hand, denounce them as being as rapacious to the environment as Europeans (the “Bloodthirsty Savage”
resurrected). Both stereotypes are a form of mythology...” She concludes that there is a need for further research,
“generated from within Native American groups, to define the unique traditions governing their relationship to their
indigenous lands and resources”
50
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The difficulties with the “integral to the culture” test, including the problems of cross cultural
definition, the “shopping” list approach, and the lack of a principled jurisprudence threaten to
make the project of proving environmental aboriginal rights appear to be impossible.
Nevertheless, based on an assumption that the Court would not establish a test that proved
impossible to meet, I turn next to a discussion of how aboriginal peoples might undertake proof
of integral environmental rights.
(iii) How to Prove “Integral to the Culture”?
For the moment, we are left with the Supreme Court’s requirement to prove that the aboriginal
right was “integral” to the culture. How do aboriginal peoples prove such a thing in
environmental aboriginal rights?
Justice Raymond Austin, Associate Justice of the Navajo Supreme Court outlined some
aboriginal peoples’ approach to the environment:55
“[H]umankind is a component part of the coherent whole . . . each integral part is
connected through kinship . . . This kinship among all of creation defines roles, duties
and responsibilities within the coherent whole. The earth is the mother of all life,
including humans, because she nourishes, shelters, and clothes all of her children . . . that
human beings are blessed with powers of language and reason . . . make humans the
designated caretakers (our role) of all things in the universe. We thus have a duty to
maintain a clean, safe, and habitable environment. We owe that duty to members of our
own kind and all of relatives - the animals, birds, and every other species which has been
created. We must, therefore, be accountable for all of our actions that affect the
environment . . . When we pollute, our pollution permeates and harms all component
parts of the coherent whole, including our own species, because everything is interrelated
through universal kinship . . . we must ensure the well-being of the seventh generation
after us. This means that we, the living, hold the future in our hands. If we deplete and
pollute the species and resources, the consequences will burden our posterity. This is
equivalent to irresponsibility, greed and selfishness . . . ”56
The Navajo’s approach to environmental protection as described is highly distinguishable from
the approach of the dominant western legal system to environmental protection.57 All human
beings do need clean and healthy air, clean and healthy food, and clean and healthy water, to
name just a few environmental imperatives. However, our regulatory and legal system does not
ensure their protection according to the principles described by Justice Austin. For example, our
legal system rarely, if ever, incorporates future generations into the environmental decisions it
makes. Our legal system rarely, if ever, conceives of a duty owed by human beings to other
55

Austin, footnote 56 at pages x-xi; Note Huffman, footnote 47 as to the dangers of overgeneralization and
stereotyping
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Austin, Justice Ramond D., “Native People of America and the Environment”, 14 Stanford Environmental Law
Journal, ix-xi (1995)

57

Chang, footnote 60
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species; nor does it frame duties in terms of our caretaker role. Furthermore, our legal system
does not impose a notion of accountability, to either future generations or to other species.58
Aboriginal peoples might choose to argue that the "dominant" cultural understanding of the
environment compared to their understanding of the natural world, and their place in it, are
profoundly different. Perhaps this difference will be sufficiently distinctive to meet the difficult
burden59 to prove that an environmental aboriginal right is integral to the culture.
For example, Chang discussed the dominant Western view that the natural world is a
“wasteland.” He described an adversarial relationship between individuals and nature,
manifested in a relationship of “separation and conquest” and an “economics of scarcity.”60 In
contrast with that view the president of the National Congress of American Indians, gaiashkibos,
in a 1994 letter to the American President said:
“Although there are differences among the tribes, we have a common set of beliefs and
traditions regarding our responsibilities as caretakers for the natural world. In our
philosophy, we are part and inseparable from the natural world, linked together by the
gifts of life and spirit . . . ”61
Another example was provided by Valencia-Weber who described the distinguishing perspective
of tribal common law as the
“cultural perspective underlying those customary beliefs. A world view focussed upon
collective values, where nature is part of the community, presents different principles
upon which to decide the recurring disputes among members. More than individual
victims are considered when the restoration of harmony and balance is the objective.”62
John Borrows provides an example of a perspective that is distinctive. He described a specific
example of the environmental principles of Anishinabe law. His example was a traditional story
of resource use:
“If resources are not honoured and respected, and the link of our relationships not
recognized, there is the eventual consequence that these resources will no longer usefully
58

Morito, Bruce, “Value Analysis and Natural Resource Policy: Defining Conservation”, paper presented October
16-18, 1998 to the Nawash Fisheries Conference, Georgian College, Owen Sound, Ontario; copy in possession of
author
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peoples’ conceptions of the natural world. These examples are modified by the word “some” aboriginal peoples,
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exist in our lands . . . as the ratio or rule of the case states: ‘everything is dependent upon
everything else. The loss of even one inevitably affects the well-being of the rest. The
delicate balance between us must be preserved in favour of the continuation of the
resources . . . ’”63
Another principle that may be relevant to environmental aboriginal rights is the sacredness of
place and the inability to replace land. One Hopi member in Arizona eloquently described this
approach:
“Our life is our religion, and our religion is the land.”64
Kapashesit and Klippenstein also found possibilities for understanding traditional management
and customs of aboriginal peoples as “regulations” or “rules” or “norms." Among the Koyukon
Indians of Alaska and the Waswanipi Cree of northern Canada,65 such rules require people to use
all harvested. They ban leaving plants and animals unused or ban killing more than is needed or
for fun. Other rules require rotation of hunting and food sources and require supervision of
hunting territories.66
Similarly, Long, writing of what he learned from the White Mountain Apache said that
"White Mountain Apaches maintain that their relationship to the land is integral to their
being, and that changes in the land are linked to changes in Apache conduct . . . Apaches
believe in respecting nature while using its bounty to live. Cultural principles encourage
seeking a balance between immediate needs and future prosperity. Although these
principles embody the need to conserve finite resources, they go beyond self-interest into
a realm in which the natural world and the Apache people are unified in their identity . . .
This construction of identity carries with it responsibilities to the land . . . In the Apache
language, "land" and "mind" are the same word, "ni'." .... The Apache perspective
demands that we recognize the problems of the land and people are deeply interrelated.
Not only do the Apache suffer from social ills in their struggle to maintain the proper
relationship with the land, but the land suffers from the illnesses of the Apache people . . .
"67
The Supreme Court of Canada has encouraged the use of anthropological evidence to help with
the delineation of an aboriginal right and in proving the right in question to be “an integral part
of their distinctive culture." Although the right must be continuing, as discussed below, the
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exercise of the right may continue in contemporary form.68
In another context, the Supreme Court recognized that “the potential consequences for a
community’s livelihood, health and other social matters from environmental change are integral
to decision-making on matters affecting environmental quality . . . ”69 The Court must also apply
this idea in determining whether aboriginal peoples have proven that environmental protection
matters are “integral” to their distinctive cultures.
2. “Existing”
The Court has also established tests with respect to the requirement expressed in section 35 that
aboriginal and treaty rights are "existing."
(i) Unextinguished
Environmental aboriginal rights must be unextinguished. The Supreme court discussed the
meaning of the term “existing” in section 35(1) in R. v. Sparrow:70
“The word ‘existing’ makes it clear that the rights to which S. 35(1) applies are those that
were in existence when the Constitution Act, 1982 came into effect. This means that
extinguished rights are not revived by the Constitution Act, 1982 . . . an existing
aboriginal right cannot be read so as to incorporate the specific manner in which it was
regulated before 1982 . . . ‘existing’ means ‘unextinguished’ rather than exercisable at a
certain time in history . . . Far from being defined according to the regulatory scheme in
place in 1982, the phrase ‘existing aboriginal rights’ must be interpreted flexibly so as to
permit their evolution over time.” (various pagings) . . . “That a right is controlled in
great detail by the regulations does not mean that the right is thereby extinguished . . .
The test of extinguishment to be adopted, in our opinion, is that the Sovereign’s intention
must be clear and plain if it is to extinguish an aboriginal right.” (various pagings)
Any extinguishment of environmental aboriginal rights would have to have happened before
1982 when the Constitution entrenched "existing aboriginal and treaty rights."71
As the Court stated in Van der Peet,
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"It is this which distinguishes the Aboriginal rights recognized and affirmed in s.35(1)
from the Aboriginal rights protected by the common law. Subsequent to s.35(1)
Aboriginal rights cannot be extinguished and can only be regulated or infringed
consistent with the justificatory test laid out by this Court in Sparrow."72
Accordingly, one of the requirements in an environmental aboriginal rights claim will be to
prove that the right claimed is still existing; that is, to refute any allegation that the right was
extinguished before 1982. On the other hand, the Crown may not deny that the right is existing,
but may allege that they are justified in infringing that right, (as discussed further below) and so
the aboriginal peoples concerned will be denied the full enjoyment of that right so long as the
infringement continues and is justified.
(ii) Continuing
Another requirement of the Supreme Court as set out in Van der Peet is to show “continuity
between pre-contact practices, customs and traditions of aboriginal societies.”73 In the case of
aboriginal title, aboriginal peoples must show continuity from the date the Crown asserted
sovereignty over the area in question. Aboriginal peoples may show continuity in the case of an
aboriginal title claim by evidence of the “continuity of the relationship of an aboriginal
community to its land over time.”74 For other aboriginal rights, including site-specific aboriginal
rights, aboriginal peoples must prove continuity from pre-contact between the first Europeans
and the aboriginal peoples.75
Each claim requires a legal and factual enquiry about the date of contact in the case of most
aboriginal rights claims, or the date of the Crown’s assertion of sovereignty over the territory in
the case of most aboriginal title claims.76 Aboriginal peoples will also have the burden of
proving continuity of their claimed right or activity or of use and occupation from that date.
In the case of a water quality protection claim, aboriginal peoples might show elements of
stewardship over that river or lake system. They would have to prove their stewardship in
continuing fashion since the date of first contact of those peoples with Europeans. Aboriginal
peoples could make an aboriginal title claim to some lands, and a site-specific aboriginal rights
claim to other nearby lands. It is then conceivable that they might prove continuity of their
respective claims from dates separated by centuries. A land cession treaty could cover only
some of the land, with retained site-specific aboriginal rights. The same aboriginal peoples may
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never have ceded the other land. Interruptions to the "continuity" of the right will not
necessarily cause the claim to fail. An example is where a government refused to recognize the
rights in the intervening years.77
In Delgamuukw, the Court acknowledged that proof of pre-contact activities might be very
difficult. It suggested that aboriginal peoples might prove pre-contact activities by proof of “post
contact practices” that “have their origins pre-contact.” Similarly, proof of use and occupation
may establish aboriginal title claims.78
In the case of Metis peoples, the Court will determine the date for establishment of the right
according to the right claimed. If the Metis peoples base the right claimed on aboriginal
ancestry, it might be traced pre-contact.79 However, in Powley, the provincial court found that
“effective control” of the Sault Ste. Marie area only passed from “almost exclusive tribal
dominion” (including Metis peoples) to European control in the 1815 to 1850 time frame. The
Court required the claimants to prove continuity from that date.80 Metis peoples must also prove
their entitlement to the treaty and/or aboriginal rights claimed to the satisfaction of the Court. In
Powley, the court denied the applicants the benefit of the Robinson treaty because the historical
record showed that Robinson did not want Metis included in the treaty.81 This was despite the
proof that the applicants were descended from a signatory to that Treaty. However, the
provincial court judge did find that the applicants had proven an aboriginal right to hunt for
food.82
Proof of aboriginal environmental rights as “existing” will therefore entail proof that they have
not been extinguished; that they were enjoyed at the time of contact or at the time of assertion of
sovereignty, as the case may be, and that they have continued in some fashion over time.
Lawyers and judges are not accustomed to dealing with proof of facts that occurred long ago. In
order for aboriginal peoples to enjoy environmental aboriginal rights they may be forced to
marshall proof of historical facts and they will be of critical importance in sustaining their rights
before a court.
In any geographical area of concern, there may also be aboriginal rights known as aboriginal
title, in addition to environmental aboriginal rights, and these I will discuss next.
D. ABORIGINAL TITLE RIGHTS AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
Aboriginal title is a category of aboriginal rights. The Supreme Court has varied the tests for
proof. The mechanisms to use an aboriginal title right and to enforce the right also differ from
77
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other aboriginal rights. Environmental aboriginal rights might be proven where there are no
aboriginal title lands. Or they might be proven in addition to aboriginal title lands, or even as
part of an aboriginal title claim. For example, a right to manage water quality might be proven
as an aboriginal right where there have been customary water quality protection practices since
time immemorial. Such a right might be proven regardless of whether there is also an aboriginal
title claim. Another possibility is that aboriginal peoples might prove that they have traditionally
managed and controlled water quality as part of their use and control of the land base and this
fact might be used as part of an aboriginal title claim. If aboriginal peoples prove an
environmental aboriginal right independently, then it would not matter for that right claim
whether they also proved aboriginal title or not. If an environmental right is dependant upon or
derived from aboriginal title, then aboriginal peoples may have to prove it as "reasonably
incidental" to aboriginal title in order to obtain additional protection for the aboriginal right. For
example, management of water quality might be proven as “reasonably incidental” to the use of
the aboriginal title lands for sustenance, drinking water, ceremonial and other uses that are
among the uses by which the aboriginal peoples prove aboriginal title83. However, aboriginal
peoples have flexibility of future use of aboriginal title land and this flexibility may make
separate proof of the right as “reasonably incidental” to be unnecessary.
The Court has confirmed that
"Aboriginal title is simply one manifestation of a broader-based conception of aboriginal
rights . . . [it] is a species of Aboriginal right . . . it is distinct from other Aboriginal rights
. . . "84
Aboriginal peoples may perceive division of their conception of aboriginal rights into "aboriginal
rights not connected to aboriginal title" and "aboriginal title" claims as bizarre and artificial85.
Which attributes would they conceive of as so connected to land as to be part of an aboriginal
title claim and which not? However, the distinction will remain valuable for those aboriginal
peoples who are parties to land cession treaties. There they may have bundles of aboriginal
rights, which although centrally connected to the land, are distinct from "aboriginal title" which
they may have surrendered.86 Aboriginal peoples with unsurrendered aboriginal title claims are
unlikely to want to prove environmental aboriginal rights separately from their aboriginal title
claim, other than for very limited purposes. One reason is the greater possible use of the land
83
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resulting from aboriginal title.87 As Chief Justice Lamer stated in Delgamuukw,
“Aboriginal title is a right in land, and as such, is more than the right to engage in specific
activities which may themselves be aboriginal rights. Rather, it confers the right to use
the land for a variety of activities, not all of which need be aspects of practices, customs
and traditions which are integral to the distinctive cultures of aboriginal societies.
However, that range of uses is subject to the limitation that they must not be
irreconcilable with the nature of the attachment to the land which forms the basis of the
particular group’s aboriginal title . . . ”88
As noted, the Court has asserted a limitation on the use of aboriginal title lands. The Court will
not protect use that is inconsistent with the “future relationship to the lands."89 Aboriginal
peoples must evaluate the uses they assert and plan on aboriginal title lands. They must ensure
future compatibility with the uses on which they prove aboriginal title in the first place.90 There
is a danger of a paternalistic approach by the courts in making such determinations. Court
decisions might limit future development of aboriginal title lands rather than aboriginal peoples'
own decisions. As Zellmer warned,
“The ‘noble savage’ ideal, foisted on tribes by 19th and early 20th century novelists and
philosophers, notably, James Fenimore Cooper and Jean-Jacques Rousseau, and some
modern day environmental interest groups, would have Indians reject economic
development altogether if it did not comport with traditional lifeways ‘in harmony with
nature’."
She went on to advocate that
“any formulation of a standard for reviewing development proposals on Indian lands
must eradicate the vestiges of colonialism and respect tribal sovereignty and selfdetermination."91
Aboriginal peoples pursuing environmental aboriginal rights on aboriginal title lands should
observe a balance between future decision-making autonomy and the ongoing continuity of the
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uses and occupation that they used to prove their aboriginal title claim.
Aboriginal peoples may prefer to establish aboriginal title claims than aboriginal rights claims
for another reason. This is because it is not explicitly necessary to prove that the land was
“integral” to the culture in an aboriginal title claim. The Court assumes that the land was
"integral" based on proof of the title claim. Proof of occupation before the Crown asserted
sovereignty, continuing by way of a “substantial connection” to the land since then, provides
sufficient evidence that the land was "integral."92 Proof of aboriginal title does not rest on proof
of the same nature of occupation throughout the time since assertion of sovereignty. Instead, the
Court requires that the occupation throughout be consistent with future use by the community.93
The Supreme Court has stated that “aboriginal rights recognized and affirmed by section 35(1)
fall along a spectrum with respect to their degree of connection to the land.” Environmental
aboriginal rights may also fall along such a spectrum. At one end of the spectrum are aboriginal
rights not so connected to the land as to support a claim to aboriginal title. In the middle are
activities, which, of necessity, take place on land and are intimately related to a particular piece
of land. These activities might not be enough to establish aboriginal title, but there might be a
site-specific aboriginal right to engage in that particular activity. At the other end of the
spectrum is aboriginal title itself.94 However, for any particular environmental aboriginal rights
claim, aboriginal peoples will have to examine the differences in the Court’s requirements for
proof as between aboriginal title claims and other aboriginal rights claims. One example is the
date from which continuity of the exercise of the right must be proven. As the courts consider
other aboriginal title claims in the future, additional variances in the requirements as to proof of
aboriginal title claims may arise.
The next consideration is whether the aboriginal peoples can claim section 35 protection of
environmental rights as treaty rights.
E. HOW CAN ENVIRONMENTAL TREATY RIGHTS BE EXERCISED?
The other main source of environmental rights under section 35 is by way of environmental
treaty rights. An environmental right may be a treaty right. This would be a question of
interpretation of treaty terms. Treaty interpretation principles include consideration of aboriginal
peoples' understanding of the treaties into which they entered. Another possibility is that an
environmental right is "reasonably incidental" to an expressed treaty right. An environmental
right may be unceded and therefore outside of the treaty terms. In the latter case, proof of the
right would be by way of aboriginal rights, rather than as treaty rights. However, such a right
may coexist in a territory affected by treaty terms.
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(i) Interpretation of Treaties
There are particular interpretation principles recognized by section 35 and by the Courts for
Treaty rights. One fundamental proposition is that:
“Treaties and statutes relating to Indians should be liberally construed and doubtful
expression resolved in favour of the Indians.”95
After reviewing the above principle, Chief Justice Dickson, in Sparrow said that,
“The government has the responsibility to act in a fiduciary capacity with respect to
aboriginal peoples. The relationship between the Government and aboriginals is trustlike, rather than adversarial, and contemporary recognition and affirmation of aboriginal
rights must be defined in light of this historic relationship.”96
Youngblood Henderson listed some of the principles that govern a court’s interpretation of
treaties. They include a requirement that the interpretation maintain the honour and integrity of
the Crown and the Aboriginal nations; that the Courts assume that both parties fully intended to
comply with each promise, obligation or right contained in the treaty; that they be given a large,
liberal and generous interpretation in favour of aboriginal peoples; and that any limitations that
restrict their rights must be narrowly construed.97
Environmental treaty rights claims must be framed in the context of these interpretation
principles.98 An example of a Treaty in which aboriginal peoples might claim environmental
treaty rights is Treaty 9 in Ontario. In that Treaty, the Crown expressly agreed
“with the said Indians that they shall have the right to pursue their usual vocations of
hunting, trapping and fishing throughout the tract surrendered as heretofore described,
subject to such regulations as may from time to time be made by the government of the
country, acting under the authority of His Majesty, and saving and excepting such tracts
as may be required or taken up from time to time for settlement, mining, lumbering,
trading or other purposes.”99
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Professor Macklem noted that Treaty 9 “did not define the nature of hunting, trapping or fishing
rights.” It is unclear as to whether aboriginal peoples simply retained those rights, or whether the
Treaty created them. If simply retained, he suggests that those rights continue as unceded
incidents of aboriginal title.100 The result is that there may be aboriginal rights proven in the
subject lands, apart from the rights derived from the terms of Treaty 9. Pentney suggested that
on lands ceded by treaty "some incidents of the title" may remain "fastened to the land." He said
the "issue of aboriginal title is not entirely foreclosed by the existence of a treaty." An example
is where the treaty itself preserved some incidents of aboriginal title on the ceded land.101
Accordingly, aboriginal peoples might claim environmental aboriginal rights even on lands
covered by a treaty. For example, aboriginal rights of habitat protection or for water quality
protection could be proven under the above-noted tests for aboriginal rights, even though there is
a treaty in place.
The terms of the Treaty itself may provide for environmental treaty rights that require
recognition and protection. In Saanichton Marina102, the Court protected “the whole of the Bay”
so that it could continue to be enjoyed as a crab fishery. The provision of the Treaty on which
the Court based its finding was a term providing that "we are at liberty. . . to carry on our
fisheries as formerly." The Court noted the importance of the Bay as habitat for all kinds of
sealife. A proposed marina would have reduced the size of the fishery, derogating from the
rights of the Band to enjoy a wide variety of fish, shellfish, sea mammals, and waterfowl that the
Court found were important in the economy and diet of the Saanich people.
Another example was that of Cree Regional Authority v. Canada (Federal Administrator).103
There the federal court held that the aboriginal peoples were entitled to federal environmental
impact assessment procedures provided under the James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement
due to the protection of section 35(1). In part this was because the federal government owed a
fiduciary duty that arose when the applicant aboriginal peoples surrendered their interests in the
subject lands and other rights to the federal government.
The recent case of R. v. Sundown104 is further support for the argument that treaty rights are
likely to include environmental rights in specific circumstances. The activity protected was the
right to build a log cabin in a park as “reasonably incidental” to the right to hunt under Treaty
No. 6. The Court reiterated the importance of specific analysis of the Treaty rights in question.
It also stressed the importance of evidence of the traditional activities protected by the treaty and
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the circumstances surrounding the execution of the Treaty.105 However, the Court’s analysis
shows that it will require the right in question, such as the right to hunt, to be meaningful and
available for exercise.106
Sundown may indicate that the Court realizes some of the difficulties arising from its Van der
Peet trilogy. It may be restoring some balance to the test for proof of a right by giving more
weight to rights proven to be "reasonably incidental" to other treaty and aboriginal rights. One
would hope that the reasoning as to "reasonably incidental" is not restricted to treaty rights, while
proof of centrality is reserved for aboriginal rights.107 Sundown showed that some principles
under s. 35 are the same, regardless of whether the right is aboriginal or treaty based although
issues of proof and interpretation to arrive at the definition of the right may differ. One example
is its discussion of such rights as collective.108 On the other hand, the Court in Sundown
repeatedly stressed the specificity of both aboriginal and treaty rights:
“‘The fact that one group of aboriginal people has an aboriginal right to do a particular
thing will not be, without something more, sufficient to demonstrate that another
aboriginal community has the same aboriginal right. The existence of the right will be
specific to each aboriginal community.’ [Emphasis added]”109 [emphasis by Cory J.]
Despite other recent case law of the Supreme Court, the Court reiterated its rejection of a
“frozen in time” approach. It approved Professor Slattery’s statement that section 35 rights are
“affirmed in contemporary form rather than in their primeval simplicity and vigour."110 To be
meaningful, affirmation of section 35 rights in contemporary form must extend to protection of
the environmental conditions necessary to exercise the right in question. The rights to hunt, trap
and fish would be meaningless if timber clear cutting or mines' toxic emissions destroy habitat or
if the fish and game are too dangerous to health to consume for food because of toxicity.
Protection of water quality, protection of fish and game habitat and protection of game food
sources could all be considered “reasonably incidental” to the treaty rights to hunt, trap and fish.
However, the Sundown decision shows that aboriginal peoples must still prove the “traditional”
manner of exercising that “reasonably incidental” right. They must prove the traditional manner
to the court’s satisfaction, albeit in contemporary form. If aboriginal peoples also asserted rights
of governance as to those environmental issues (water quality protection, habitat protection and
others), they would likely need evidence to show that they have historically taken steps to protect
105
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water quality, fish and game habitat and other aspects of their ecosystem.111 What those
particular steps had to be in the past might have evolved over time. Injunctions and rules applied
by aboriginal peoples to prevent waste and disrespect might have evolved over time. Their
contemporary form may be to prevent modern day large scale pollution and habitat destruction.
Professor Macklem, in discussing Treaty 9, made this argument:
“Hunting, trapping and fishing rights in treaty 9 thus represent an attempt to protect
Aboriginal economic, social and commercial practices from the side-effects of railway
construction and, more generally, non-Aboriginal economic development. As such, they
ought to be viewed as not only conferring the right to engage in the activity listed by the
terms of the treaty but also including the right to expect that such activity will continue to
be successful, measured by reference to the fruits of past practice.”112
(ii) Infringement of Treaty Rights
Rotman argues that the Court ought not to extend the Sparrow infringement test to justify
infringement of treaty rights.113 In viewing the lower courts' application of the Sparrow
infringement test to treaty rights he found that the lower Courts have failed to consider the
differences between the origins of aboriginal rights and treaty rights. They have failed to
consider whether the infringement standard ought to be the same. Although Cory J. did
expressly consider their differences in "both origin and structure," in Badger, he did not consider
these differences in terms of the infringement standard. He based the application of the same
standard to both on the statement that,
"Although treaty rights are the result of mutual agreement, they, like Aboriginal rights,
may be unilaterally abridged . . . It follows that limitations on treaty rights, like breaches
of Aboriginal rights, should be justified."114
Following Badger, in Cote, the judgment of Chief Justice Lamer was more definitive in
saying that
"As a general rule, . . . characterization of the right alternatively as an Aboriginal right or
111
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as a treaty right will not be of any consequence once the existence of the right is
established, as the Sparrow test for infringement and justification applies with the same
force and the same considerations to both species of constitutional rights."115
Rotman pointed out that the parties negotiated treaties with mutual consideration. Each party
derived something of value. Treaty interpretation principles have required "a large liberal and
generous interpretation in favour of the aboriginal peoples, . . . to be construed as the Aboriginal
signatories understood them . . . "116 He argues that,
"As negotiated rights, treaty rights should not be susceptible to being arbitrarily or
unilaterally derogated from by the Crown . . . Even in situations where treaty rights are
identical to existing Aboriginal rights, the solemn nature of the treaties and the mutuality
with which they were negotiated and signed militates against enabling the Crown to limit
treaty rights without the consent of the Aboriginal peoples affected."117
Rotman further supports this argument on the honour of the Crown, the Crown's fiduciary duty,
and the representations made to the aboriginal peoples who entered treaties.118 Rotman
suggested that a more appropriate model for infringement of treaty rights is found in the Sioui
case, namely that the Crown obtain the consent of the aboriginal peoples concerned.119
The Courts should be extremely reluctant to allow infringement of treaty rights. As Youngblood
Henderson, put it, “Aboriginal nations entered into the treaties as the keepers of a certain place. .
.”120 Federal and provincial governments and their constituents have benefitted from acquiring
the lands and resources ceded by aboriginal peoples, often for decades and centuries since many
Treaties were entered. It would be dishonourable indeed to allow unilateral federal or provincial
governments to infringe those Treaties and thus prevent aboriginal peoples from continuing to be
able to act as “keepers of their places” particularly where interpretation of the Treaty shows that
both the Crown and the aboriginal peoples intended the latter to continue rights of environmental
protection.
Given environmental aboriginal or treaty rights, what can be done with these rights? How can
aboriginal peoples assert or protect those rights?
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F. HOW CAN ENVIRONMENTAL RIGHTS BE PROTECTED AND ASSERTED?
Given a position of aboriginal peoples that they have environmental aboriginal or treaty rights,
how can aboriginal peoples assert or protect those rights? Since they have constitutional
protection, the rights must mean something and it must make a difference to have that protection.
Aboriginal peoples must have a means of asserting these rights. They must also respond to
changing circumstances and to the evolution of the culture that they belong to. There must be a
mechanism for decision making about the environmental rights by the collective they belong to.
A major concern will be the resistance of infringement of those rights by the Crown. Exercising
environmental governance, requiring Crown protection, and joint jurisdiction are among the
approaches aboriginal peoples could employ.
1. How Environmental Aboriginal and Treaty Rights Could be Asserted
There are two major means by which aboriginal peoples may assert environmental aboriginal
rights as positive rights121. One is by proof of the specific right (activity, law etc.) itself as an
aboriginal right. This would be based upon the Court’s tests for proof of the existence of an
aboriginal right, as discussed above. For example, it is conceivable that a group of aboriginal
peoples could prove an aboriginal right to control stream quality. Alternatively, aboriginal
peoples may assert such a right by way of proof of that activity as “reasonably incidental” to the
exercise of another right, such as the right to hunt or fish. They could argue that control of
stream quality is reasonably incidental to an existing aboriginal or treaty right to fish in particular
circumstances. The Court will require proof of each such asserted right. It does not appear that
aboriginal peoples can make a generalized assertion that all aboriginal peoples with a right to
fish would also have a right to control stream quality. Aboriginal peoples would have to prove
that the right to control stream quality was reasonably incidental to the right to fish in each
case.122
Cory J. defined “reasonably incidental” as follows:
“That which is reasonably incidental is something which allows the claimant to exercise
the right in the manner that his or her ancestors did, taking into account acceptable
modern developments or unforeseen alterations in the right. The question is whether the
activity asserted as being reasonably incidental is in fact incidental to an actually
practised treaty right to hunt . . . Its focus is not upon the abstract question of whether a
particular activity is “essential” in order for hunting to be possible but rather upon the
concrete question of whether the activity was understood in the past and is understood
today as significantly connected to hunting. Incidental activities are not only those which
are essential, or integral, but include, more broadly, activities which are meaningfully
related or linked.”123
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In proof of a right as “reasonably incidental” to another aboriginal right, aboriginal peoples must
bring evidence that proves the “significant connection” as understood in the past and as
understood today. To prove a right to control stream quality as “reasonably incidental” to an
aboriginal or treaty right to fish, it would be necessary to bring proof of this understanding, past
and present. It would not be sufficient to argue the connection as a matter of “logic” or science
alone. Aboriginal peoples may prove this understanding by evidence that they have an
understanding of a profound interconnectedness between the fish and its habitat. The language
of the Court suggests that the evidence might have to go even one step further. For example they
may have to prove an understanding of “stream quality” and a traditional notion of the possibility
of controlling or influencing stream quality to ensure good fish habitat. The existence of explicit
or customary rules or unspoken customs about what may or may not be disposed of or placed in
the stream might prove this understanding; so also may the stories of elders containing precepts
about how humans must interact with the stream or its inhabitants.124
The language of the Court in Sundown stressed that existing rights are to be “interpreted flexibly
to permit their evolution over time.”125 The Court also accepted the necessity to allow for
“modern developments or unforeseen alterations” in the right. Courts should accept proven
“past” understandings as applicable in modern contexts which may never have been anticipated
by the aboriginal peoples. Aboriginal peoples' past understandings as to water quality may not
have included large scale industrial pollution. A contemporary understanding and assertion of
the right to control water quality as reasonably incidental to a right to fish should be considered
an appropriate contemporary response to the massive new threat presented by such industrial
activities. Such large scale impacts could include high levels of mercury, arsenic and PCB’s in
fish and other wildlife; loss of fish and wildlife aquatic habitat; and severe disruption of food
chains. However, proof of traditional stewardship principles should provide a basis for an
aboriginal right of stewardship that includes a right to respond to and to control these impacts.
2. Development and Evolution of Environmental Aboriginal and Treaty Rights
Borrows criticized the Supreme Court’s “integral to the distinctive culture” test in proof of an
aboriginal right as a "retrospective" definition of “aboriginal”:
“It is about what was, ‘once upon a time’, central to the survival of a community, not
necessarily about what is central, significant and distinctive to the survival of these
communities today.”
He expresses the important concern that
“This test has the potential to reinforce stereotypes about Indians. In order to claim an
Aboriginal right, these determinations of Aboriginal will become more important than
what it means to be Aboriginal today. This notion of what was integral to Aboriginal
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societies is steeped in questionable North American cultural images.”126
The Court requires aboriginal peoples to search for and prove their past understandings in order
to prove that section 35 applies to present aboriginal rights. The Court has made repeated
statements, even as recently as Sundown, that aboriginal rights are not “frozen." However, this is
contradicted by the language of many of their other decisions, the tests applied to proof of those
rights, and the results in specific decisions. Borrows eloquently argued this point in a review of
the Supreme Court’s 1996 jurisprudence. He said,
“However in further searching for the intention behind the entrenchment of Aboriginal
rights, the Court applied disturbing stereotypes of Aboriginal culture to frame the
reconciliation it suggested. It defined Aboriginal practices ‘prior to contact with
Europeans’ as the legally relevant date for reconciliation . . . In so ruling, the court placed
those activities that developed solely as a result of European culture outside of the
protection of the Canadian Constitution . . . This decision relegated Aboriginal peoples
to the backwaters of social development, deprived them of protection for practices that
grew through inter-cultural exchange, and minimized the impact of Aboriginal rights on
non-Aboriginal people.”127
The fundamental importance of a culture’s ability to change and evolve was stated by ValenciaWeber:
“For people whose principle beliefs and conduct were attuned to nature, the environment,
and seasonal factors, adaptability was key to physical survival and cultural continuity.
The introduction of European nations and their political power, technology, animal and
plant life also challenged the tribal nations’ ability to conserve, yet evolve with the new.
The resistance to the European powers’ domination was accompanied by adoption,
adaptation, and to ultimately, appropriation of some technology, life forms, and
governmental concepts. The three “A’s” of adoption, adaptation, and appropriation
provided the process used by indigenous peoples to resolve the tension between
conservation and innovation.”128
Professor McNeil also stated,
"Denying Aboriginal peoples the opportunity to change their land uses in response to the
massive impact European colonization had on their ways of life would have condemned
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their societies to extinction."129
As Borrows suggested, aboriginal peoples should continue law making, in either traditional or
contemporary forms, or both. This is consistent with a supportable, resilient legal tradition that
aboriginal peoples may continue to develop and apply within their own traditions. Where
necessary, Canadian common law courts should accept, recognize and apply those traditional and
contemporary laws. In Van der Peet, Madam Justice McLachlin recognized, although in dissent,
that aboriginal rights are based on the common law's recognition of aboriginal peoples’ ancestral
laws and customs.130 One would hope that the majority Court will come to recognize the
essential importance of the ability of aboriginal peoples to continue their cultural evolution and
change, as well as the importance of protecting their s. 35 recognized aboriginal rights in
contemporary form. If the Court does not follow this approach, one wonders about the
applicability of one criticism of the U.S. Supreme Court to Canada’s Supreme Court:
“‘the conquest of American Indian nations continues, waged by the Supreme Court of the
United States.’”131
3. Environmental Governance
One suggestion as to the way forward comes from Barsh and Youngblood Henderson, by way of
the 'doctrine of continuity'. This doctrine states that the common law receives the "lex loci" of a
territory at the moment of conquest or annexation to the Crown and therefore local law remains
"intact unless and until clearly altered by the Crown in its prerogative jurisdiction, or today by
Parliament."132
Furthermore, there are several other important reasons for aboriginal peoples to engage in
positive environmental law making and protection. Aboriginal peoples may also find the
authority to continue to exercise governance decisions as to environmental aboriginal rights in a
right of self-government.133 Slattery described some features of the Aboriginal right of selfgovernment. Self-government is protected and recognized by section 35; not created by section
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35. It is operational within constitutional limits (“parallel to those that circumscribe the powers
of the Federal and Provincial governments”). It is “supreme” within its sphere (more analogous
to provincial governments than to municipal governments, by way of analogy) and therefore not
subject to override by any other level of government within that sphere.134
McNeil also argues that:
"...The key is to meet the Court's unarticulated, but evident, concern that a jurisdictional
and legal vacuum would result if federal authority over Aboriginal and treaty rights was
excluded by s. 35(1) . . . To do this, one first needs to redefine the British conceptions of
parliamentary sovereignty and the rule of law in ways that are appropriate for Canada.
Canadian definitions of these concepts must take into account not only our federal system
and the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, but also the presence of Aboriginal peoples
with governments and laws which have as much claim to legitimacy as the federal and
provincial governments and laws. In Canada, parliamentary sovereignty therefore has to
be redefined so that legislative jurisdiction is divided among the federal, provincial, and
Aboriginal governments. The rule of law must also be redefined to include Aboriginal
laws, as well as the common law and federal and provincial legislation. To cling to the
old notions of parliamentary sovereignty and the rule of law is to perpetuate outdated and
unacceptable colonial attitudes."135
Turpel expressed another important reason for the exercise of environmental aboriginal rights by
way of governance. Mere participation or consultation is
“an unattractive political option if to exercise their rights they must integrate into a
dominant nation state and relinquish their distinctiveness without hope of real influence
in the national political processes because of their small numbers.”
She points to an expression of this concern by the Mikmaq Tribal Society in which the Mikmaq
said,
“A small people would not likely choose freely to integrate itself with a very large state,
precisely because it would have no real influence on national-level democratic processes.
They would be more likely to insist upon some measure of local autonomy.”136
Claims to a right of governance will have to be articulated in very specific terms. In Pamajewan,
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Lamer, C.J. stated that,
"Aboriginal rights, including any asserted right to self-government, must be looked at in
light of the specific circumstances of each case and, in particular, in light of the specific
history and culture of the aboriginal group claiming the right.... [to] allow the Court to
consider the appellants' claim at the appropriate level of specificity."137
It would remain to delineate the aspects of environmental decision making that fall within the
“sphere” of self government by the aboriginal peoples exercising a right of self government. The
answer to this latter question is likely to vary as the scope of self-government desired or
exercised by aboriginal peoples will not be identical from nation to nation. As noted, in
Pamajewon as well as in Delgamuukw, the Court has indicated that right to self-government
"cannot be framed in excessively general terms." In Delgamuukw, the Court indicated that selfgovernment may potentially take many different forms. It referred to the Report of the Royal
Commission on Aboriginal Peoples which included "different models of self-government."
Differences among the models included territory, citizenship, jurisdiction, internal government
organization and other matters.138
Establishment of an environmental aboriginal right may imply a prima facie right of governance
as to the scope of that established right. Aboriginal peoples may exercise environmental
governance by rule making about activities on the aboriginal peoples’ “own” lands (aboriginal
title or reserve lands) and about members' activities. Another possibility is to insist that
neighbouring or other orders of government require persons under their jurisdiction to comply
with rules to avoid specified impacts on aboriginal peoples. Canadian common law courts may
enforce decisions that aboriginal peoples have made about allowable impacts on the environment
of their “own” lands.139
The manifestation of the right of environmental governance is conceivable even on lands that are
not the aboriginal peoples’ “own” lands for all purposes, but upon which other aboriginal or
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treaty rights are 140
Professor McNeil suggests that the Van der Peet Court anticipated
"different kinds or degrees of connection with the land, some of which are adequate to
make out an Aboriginal right to fish or carry on other activities on that land without being
sufficient to establish Aboriginal title."141
Various environmental aboriginal rights may be accompanied by differing levels of control over
the land. Aboriginal peoples may have a greater degree of control over the land on which they
have proven an environmental right to be more significant to the culture than one that, although
also proven to be an aboriginal right, is of less significance to the culture.142 Similarly,
environmental aboriginal rights may have differing levels of connection to the land and therefore
require differing levels of control over that land to protect and exercise those rights. In addition,
the level of control perceived by the aboriginal peoples to be necessary for the protection and
exercise of their environmental aboriginal rights will likely differ with the proposed uses by the
Crown and others.
Uses by the Crown or third parties that are not incompatible with the environmental aboriginal
rights may provoke little perceived need for control. On the other hand, aboriginal peoples will
see that they must assert control to save their environmental aboriginal rights where the proposed
uses will interfere with those rights. As a result, the control aboriginal peoples choose to assert
may vary with the threat to the right. Possibilities include a range from access and land use
control to emissions control to resource control. A proposed land use or resource licence from
the Crown, for example that will necessarily eliminate the environmental aboriginal right cannot
coexist with the right. The aboriginal peoples may then require a form of total control or veto
over those lands. In other circumstances, uses could coexist, such as in some hunting and fishing
or parks situations. In those cases, the aboriginal peoples may not find it necessary to assert total
control over the resource or lands in question, and co-management or coexistence may suffice.
However, caution would be required. In cases where aboriginal peoples find the suggested
Crown activity to be compatible with their environmental aboriginal rights, they must ensure that
the permitted Crown activity does not transform itself over time by Crown decisions into an
incompatible use. Will the Crown assume "rights" to other uses that may interfere with the
environmental aboriginal rights? The issue of justified infringement then arises. (Whether the
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province can infringe aboriginal rights is discussed elsewhere in this paper.)
Aboriginal peoples may therefore find it expedient to consider an assertion of a description of all
of the territory over which they have a right to exercise environmental aboriginal rights, and to
communicate this assertion to the other levels of government.143 Like the permission given by a
landowner to an "adverse possessor," this assertion may be invaluable at a future time if the
Crown attempts an incompatible use. This strategy might also answer to suggestions of
"nonuser" in the future in case the Court allows lack of use to defeat a claim.144 With
continuation of practices, governance and law making, this strategy may also help to prove
"continuity" of the environmental aboriginal rights as required by the Court.
A related issue, also highlighted by Professor McNeil, is the difference between site-specific
aboriginal rights and non-site-specific aboriginal rights. The latter do not depend upon
occupation or use of specific lands. One concern with the latter characterization is that Crown
actions might incrementally remove or reduce the opportunities for the exercise of non-sitespecific environmental aboriginal rights. At what point could the aboriginal peoples "draw the
line in the sand" and insist on protection of all further opportunities for the exercise of those
aboriginal rights? Furthermore, aboriginal peoples should also have rights to decide which
opportunities among the many available are most suited for their purposes, or to combine the
environmental aboriginal right with customary, traditional or social significance in the choice of
opportunity.145
A view of some aboriginal rights as not site-specific may be an erroneous view of the connection
of the aboriginal peoples to the land over which they exercise those aboriginal rights.146
Environmental aboriginal rights might be even more connected to the landscape than nonenvironmental aboriginal rights. Such rights may not require all of the incidents of "ownership"
as conceived of in the British common law tradition, such as exclusivity, permanent occupation,
and some record or method of determining "ownership". Even where these incidents are absent,
exercise of these environmental rights may nevertheless require an integrated appreciation of the
functioning of the landscape. Use in one area has impacts on other areas. The common law
normally supports the idea that an "owner" (including the Crown and its licensees) can use the
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land in any way desired, subject to relatively few restrictions147. This will oblige aboriginal
peoples asserting environmental aboriginal rights on that land to assert a consequently higher
level of control over those lands. Failure to assert such control may mean that otherwise, they
cannot protect their environmental aboriginal rights on those lands and the ecosystem functions
that accompany those rights.
The constitutional and jurisdictional limits on each order of government (federal, provincial and
aboriginal peoples) may dictate the necessity of cooperation so that each respects both the limits
on governance of each and the rights of the members of each. Provincial governments have
constitutional and fiduciary limitations on decision making. Their decisions may affect
aboriginal or treaty rights to certain lands. They therefore do not have the option of disregarding
these rights and must seek a method of accommodating those rights while pursuing their
provincial objectives148. The exercise of governance as to environmental aboriginal rights could
provide concrete manifestations of these rights that provincial and federal governments must
accommodate. It might also increase the likelihood that these governments seriously attempt to
accommodate these rights.149
4. How can Aboriginal Peoples Resist Infringement of Environmental Aboriginal
and Treaty Rights?

(i) The Infringement Test
Surprisingly, the Supreme Court stated in Sparrow that
“there was from the outset never any doubt that sovereignty and legislative power, and
indeed the underlying title, to such lands [aboriginal peoples’ traditional lands] vested in
the Crown.”150
The Court then created a federal government override of constitutionally guaranteed aboriginal
rights, subject to a justification test. The Constitution Act in section 33 provides that section 35
is not subject to Section 1 of the Charter, but the Court created an analogous approach. This
gave the federal government the purported ability to unilaterally infringe section 35 rights.151
The Court expressed its test as a “restraint” on sovereign power. It assumed that without the test
that it was about to articulate, the exercise of sovereign power could be absolute.152 Section
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35(1) and section 33, section 25 and the Royal Proclamation, were not considered by the Court
sufficient to prevent the federal government from infringing section 35 rights.153 It therefore
created a test to restrain and limit such power. The Court authorized federal government
infringement of constitutionally guaranteed section 35 rights and laid out the methodology for
doing so.
That is, the court imposed a two-step test:
1. Was the government acting pursuant to a valid legislative objective (such as
conservation, prevention of harm to the general populace or the aboriginal peoples
themselves or other objectives “found to be compelling and substantial”?154
2. “Second, the government would have to show that its actions are consistent with the
fiduciary duty of the government toward aboriginal peoples.”155
The Court in Sparrow rationalized a justification test to restrain unlimited sovereign power. It is
therefore ironic that the Supreme Court’s approach in its 1996 decisions restrained the scope of
protection for aboriginal rights because the Court feared that aboriginal peoples would exercise
their rights in an unlimited and exclusive manner. The Court in Gladstone interpreted the
priority of aboriginal rights from Sparrow to be only a requirement of consideration in allocation
decisions.156
The Court could have taken another approach. Canadian constitutional authority for governance
is not placed in only one location. Our constitutional documents, constitutional laws, principles
and conventions allocate that authority among federal and provincial legislative and executive
branches, the judiciary, and of course, aboriginal peoples. “Sovereign power” therefore should
be understood as the combination or collection of all of these sources of authority. It is not the
his discussion of Chief Justice Lamer’s judgement in Van der Peet (137 D.L.R. 4th 289): “...If Aboriginal peoples
have prior rights to land and participatory governance, how did the Crown and Court gain their right to adjudicate
here? He [the Chief Justice] has to stem the flow. He has to regain his footing. He plants a flag, ‘[A]boriginal
rights recognized and affirmed by section 35(1) must be directed towards their reconciliation of the pre-existence of
[A]boriginal socieities with the sovereignty of the Crown’
153
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sole property of only one branch and one order of government, the federal government. Nor is it
even exclusive to the federal and provincial governments together.157
Professor Lyon argued that
“Legal thinking about federalism, and the cases on the subject, reflect a world that no
longer exists: a self-contained nation-state whose dominant characteristics were its
division into regions, and the division of powers between those regions and the central
government.”
In describing a preferred vision, he described the responsibilities of three orders of government,
federal, provincial, and First Nations, as all exercising constitutional responsibilities for
sustainable development158. He saw these responsibilities as founded on public trust doctrines,
based on the language of our constitutional documents, rather than on governmental
competitions for power.159
With this approach, there would have been no need for the “restraint” on the federal government
that the Court used as an excuse to develop the justification test. There was no constitutional
authority after 1982 to extinguish aboriginal peoples’ section 35 guaranteed aboriginal and treaty
rights. Therefore there was no need to “restrain” the Crown and create an infringement test. The
same reasoning applies to provincial governments, (even if the infringement test is considered
applicable to provincial governments, which is debatable).
Aboriginal peoples must contend with the existing state of the case law. The Supreme Court of
Canada allows the possibility of infringement of section 35 guaranteed aboriginal rights, subject
to the justification tests. Federal legislation may interfere with an existing aboriginal right,
(including aboriginal title) for a “valid legislative objective”, if consistent with the “special trust
relationship and responsibility of the government vis a vis aboriginal peoples”, if with “as little
infringement as possible in order to effect the desired result”, and if with “fair compensation”
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and “consultation” with the affected aboriginal group.160 Infringement that meets these tests is a
“justified” limitation on the exercise by aboriginal peoples of environmental aboriginal rights.
The Court, in Gladstone and Delgamuukw, elaborated upon the circumstances in which the
Crown can prove justification for an infringement. In Gladstone, the Court adapted the
justification test from Sparrow to accord with the “context.” The context was that the Court
viewed the right (as they described it, not as the applicant first nation described it) as “without
internal limitation.”
Professor McNeil characterized the broad list of infringing circumstances in Gladstone as
analogous to a mere test of “public interest."161 The additional possible circumstances cited by
the Court in Gladstone included
“objectives such as the pursuit of economic and regional fairness, and the recognition of
the historical reliance upon and participation in, the fishery by non-aboriginal groups."162
These additional circumstances are not constitutionally protected rights. Nor are they necessary
for “reconciliation” of sovereignty with preexisting aboriginal peoples. Nevertheless, those
comments raise a significant possibility of attempted infringement by federal and perhaps
provincial governments. These governments may frame infringing legislation in the “economic
balancing” terms mentioned by the Court.163
The range of activities envisaged by the Chief Justice's opinion in Delgamuukw as potential
justified infringements is astounding. It appears to consist of almost all of the activities that the
Crown might want to engage in on aboriginal title lands. The only activity that the Chief Justice
expressly listed in Delgamuukw as potentially not a justifiable purpose for infringement of
constitutionally protected section 35 rights was
"for relatively unimportant reasons, such as sports fishing without a significant economic
component."164
The Chief Justice seemed to indicate that the Court will only preclude "unimportant" activities in
favour of the constitutionally protected aboriginal and treaty rights. Similarly, once there is "a
significant economic component" even for "unimportant" activities, the Crown purpose may
achieve sufficient status to infringe section 35 rights. There may be significant underlying
differences in some of the world-views and value systems of aboriginal peoples, particularly
those that support environmental aboriginal rights. This approach by the Court may accord a
right of infringement to the government whenever its economically driven value system is
160
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contradictory to the environment-supporting value system of aboriginal peoples claiming
environmental aboriginal rights. This is contrary to purpose of entrenching "existing aboriginal
and treaty rights" in the constitution. The irony of this approach is especially obvious when one
considers that the Court to date has generally denied constitutional protection to property rights,
for example under section 7 of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. However, the Court is
apparently according non-constitutionally protected Crown economic interests a priority over
aboriginal peoples' constitutionally protected rights by way of "justified infringement."165
There is no apparent evidence or authority cited for the Chief Justice's opinion that these
activities would justify infringement. He merely says that they would have to be proved case by
case. This range of activities would almost certainly have serious impacts upon the uses that
aboriginal peoples could make of their aboriginal title lands. Such activities would also seriously
impact upon the traditional activities that may constitute environmental aboriginal rights. This
range of infringing activities may amount to de facto extinguishment of aboriginal title and
aboriginal rights.166
There is a concern that even where aboriginal peoples’ articulation of their rights is more
consistent with conservation of environmental resources than the competing infringing proposal,
the court will not accord those environmental rights the kind of priority that is has articulated
when the non-aboriginal government is pursuing a conservation objective, as was the case in
Sparrow. For example, in Nikal, the Court stated that the aboriginal right to fish had to be
balanced against the need to conserve the fishery stock, but over-looked at that point the
accepted evidence that there was no conservation issue in the year in question.167 Therefore the
Court, in effect, found that an abstract need for conservation measures by non-aboriginal
government outweighed the Band’s right of management of the fishery pursuant to its aboriginal
right to fish. A better approach would recognize the right of management to accompany the
section 35 protected rights, and to allow the Band to act accordingly. Only when a situation
arose where the Band’s management actions were proven to be inconsistent with valid
conservation objectives should the Court interfere to give paramountcy to the conservation
measures of the other government, and only after according aboriginal peoples the relevant
priority rights to the fishery and after complying with the other requirements for infringement
that the Court has established. In most cases, however, Band management should recognize and
address conservation issues and thus such jurisdictional conflicts would be minimized.
The Supreme Court may also have to consider the different uses of the word “conservation.” As
Tsosie noted, “conservation” for aboriginal peoples stresses
“reciprocity and kinship with other living things and counsel avoidance of waste or
misuse of natural resources... Conservation in the utilitarian sense of American
environmental policy, however, merely indicates the ‘rational, prudent exploitation of
165
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natural resources to obtain from them the maximum sustained yield.’”168
It should not be problematic to have more than one jurisdiction with environmental
responsibility. Environmental issues are already addressed in Canada by two levels of
government. Walters even describes environmental regulation as the
“embodiment of a particularly Canadian attitude toward federalism, namely, that of
cooperative federalism.”169
Walters noted that the challenges of sustainability and the reality of ecological
interconnectedness demands a new vision of the role of the Constitution in environmental
management:
“In a federal state, then there must be a decentralization of power over the environment
such that each level of government can ensure that the resource and environmental issues
related to each of its traditional spheres of constitutional jurisdiction are taken into
account in the course of policy formation.”170
He stated that “this institutional recommendation apparently meets little constitutional resistance
in Canada.” He was speaking only of the federal and provincial governments in this context.
Adding aboriginal peoples’ governments to this statement would be apt and would provide a
means of understanding the role of aboriginal governance in environmental matters as little
different from other levels of government, each within its “traditional sphere”.
If Chief Justice Lamer’s comments in Delgamuukw prove predictive of the Courts' approach, the
responsiveness of governments to resource development proposals raises concerns that
aboriginal peoples' section 35 rights will prove of little benefit, whether environmental or
otherwise. However, the environmental rights might be the most at risk, given the similarity
between the Chief Justice’s list and one report’s list as to what constitutes the scope of
environmental management:
“the scope of environmental management is virtually endless, touching upon, among
other matters, pollution control, land use control, control of mining, lumber, wildlife,
fish, agriculture, transportation, electric power, water management, housing, and urban
planning.”171
The prerequisite obligations of "consultation" and "compensation" may be far too inadequate
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given the extent of impacts and infringements that such projects can cause.172 However, the
Chief Justice did go on to say that the failure to consult may itself be a breach of section 35
rights. The kind of consultation will vary with the seriousness of the breach at issue: for minor
breaches, it may be no more than a duty to discuss "important decisions that will be taken," but
even
"in these rare cases when the minimum acceptable standard is consultation, this
consultation must be in good faith, and with the intention of substantially addressing the
concerns of the Aboriginal peoples whose lands are at issue. In most cases, it will be
significantly deeper than mere consultation. Some cases may even require the full
consent of an Aboriginal nation, particularly when provinces enact hunting and fishing
regulations in relation to Aboriginal lands."173 (Emphasis added)
The Courts may be willing to give real meaning to the duty to consult. This was recently
demonstrated in Makivik, a 1999 Federal Court decision.174 The Court expressly considered the
obligation of the federal and provincial Crown to consult and negotiate with the aboriginal
peoples affected pursuant to section 35. After reviewing the basis for the right, the Court granted
declaratory relief that:
“1. The respondents have a duty to consult with the applicant prior to establishing a park
reserve in Northern Labrador. The duty to consult includes both the duty to inform and to
listen.
2. The respondents have a duty to consult and negotiate in good faith with the applicant
its claims to Aboriginal rights in certain parts of Labrador, prior to the establishment of a
national park in Northern Labrador.
3. If an agreement between the Government of Canada and the Government of
Newfoundland and Labrador to establish such a national park is reached before final land
claim settlement, the lands are to be set aside as a national park reserve, pending land
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claim negotiations.”175
Aboriginal peoples protecting their environmental aboriginal rights must be aware that in
litigating a breach of those rights, it may be essential to prove to the Court the seriousness of the
breach. Proving an aboriginal right under the Court's tests such as "integral to the distinctive
culture" will not be sufficient to obtain the appropriate remedy. If the desired remedy, for
example, is full consent, failing which the Crown activity in question cannot proceed, the
aboriginal peoples should prove that the breach has a very serious impact on the right in
question. Makivik, if upheld, demonstrates the seriousness of the obligation to consult. A
province cannot decline to consult and negotiate in good faith when their actions will affect
aboriginal peoples’ section 35 rights. Further elaboration of the degrees of consultation that the
court will find to be acceptable in particular cases must await future litigation of such instances.
I would suggest that Delgamuukw and Makivik provide further support for the suggestion that
aboriginal peoples exercise governance now over environmental aboriginal rights they want to
protect. Management activities as well as codification, recording or documentation of applicable
aboriginal principles governing those rights will help in proving the seriousness of any breach of
those rights, and in a manner "cognizable" to the Court. The risk remains, however, that the
Court would consider the applicable remedy to be compensation, while allowing the activity that
infringes the section 35 rights to proceed.176
(ii) Priority Interests
For those situations in which aboriginal peoples have constitutional priority to the exercise of an
environmental aboriginal right over non-aboriginal access to a resource, (such as in some food
fisheries)177, that priority interest might logically imply the right to manage and control the
resource. Then, inconsistent management or control by the provincial or federal government
may be a breach of the aboriginal right. A right to manage or control a resource or the
environment or habitat of a resource may be proven as an aboriginal right or as reasonably
incidental to the aboriginal right. Then it seems that inconsistent management by another
government must infringe that right. Compatible management may not infringe the aboriginal
right. In that case, “co-management” of the resource may be a practical or politically desirable
approach to a situation of resource or environmental conflict between aboriginal peoples and
federal or provincial government. It may even be constitutionally mandated if the other level of
government desires to remain involved in management of the resource or environment.178
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However, this possibility was reduced by the Court in Gladstone, where Lamer, C.J. qualified
the “doctrine of priority” by saying that it merely
“requires the government to demonstrate that, in allocating the resource, it has taken
account of the existence of aboriginal rights and allocated the resource in a manner
respectful of the fact that those rights have priority over the exploitation of the fishery by
other users.”179
Lamer assumes that it is the [federal] government who has the right of “allocation." There is no
recognition at all that the “priority interest” itself may involve management (and therefore
allocation).180 His statement appears based on an assumption that an aboriginal commercial
fishery would be unlimited,181 or at least limited only by
"the external constraints of the demand of the market and the availability of the resource .
. . the Aboriginal right in this case is, unlike the right at issue in Sparrow, without
internal limitation."182
The statement reads remarkably like a classic western notion of the principles of demand-supply
economics and assumes that the Heiltsuk will follow that paradigm. The Chief Justice appears to
have disregarded or failed to appreciate any notion of limitation by the Heiltsuk Band itself,
based upon their traditional management principles.
The Chief Justice also made an assumption of exclusivity, derived from his assumption that there
are no limitations on the exercise of the right. That is, he assumed that the right could be
exclusive, and this would be unacceptable. It is not clear why, even if a right was “exclusive,"
on occasion, for instance in times of shortages, this would be unacceptable. The Chief Justice
appeared to place "ordinary common law rights" (of others to fish) on a par with constitutionally
protected section 35 rights. He even referred to the possibility of "extinguishment" of those
common law rights.183 In any event, there is much room for exercise of a constitutionally
protected aboriginal right that includes a commercial fishery before reaching a point of excluding
all others. This raises the issue of joint jurisdictional possibilities, discussed below, that the

making structures, is a risky strategy in light of the current status of indigenous rights to territorial sovereignty and
the fine balance in which the Arctic ecosystem subsists"
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Court failed to consider.184
Future cases should include evidence as to care taking and management of the resource and the
accompanying environment, and be framed so as to claim those activities as aboriginal or treaty
rights. This may be more suitable in litigation dealing with the validity (as recognized by the
Canadian common law courts) of positive assertions of environmental aboriginal rights. The fact
that many of these cases have arisen in Fisheries Act prosecutions may be part of the reason for
the Court to take what I would suggest is a very narrow view of the aboriginal rights in
question.185
(iii) Co-Management and Joint Jurisdiction
There are many examples of co-management underway in Canada and the U.S., and programs
are in various stages of negotiation or exercise.186 Co-management has been defined as:
"generally refer[ring] to the sharing of responsibility for management functions by
indigenous peoples and the government."187
Smith explained the range of co-management approaches as follows:
"There are many ways to strike the balance of power and responsibility. Government
control over management decisions, with limited input from indigenous peoples, marks
one end of the spectrum. Indigenous control, with input from government marks the
other end. Between these two poles are virtually endless possibilities for shared decisionmaking authority . . . In deciding on what an "appropriate" system of co-management
might be, it is helpful first to evaluate the types of "management" functions that are
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involved . . . basically . . . research, regulation, allocation, and enforcement."188
Smith and an extensive literature describe many existing examples of co-management, with
successful examples at both ends of the "range." The Supreme Court of Canada should include
an appreciation of co-management opportunities in future decisions as to governance and
management of aboriginal peoples’ rights. Even where a system of co-management is not in
place failure to consider other management possibilities leaves the Court with a single model or
understanding of jurisdiction over resource management. That is, that it is only federal or
provincial governments that have the jurisdiction and capacity to carry out such functions. It
would be important in future cases to bring examples to their attention. Evidence as to such
approaches could enable the Court to make vibrant, creative decisions that accord aboriginal
peoples full jurisdiction over their rightful spheres of interest.189
Meanwhile, aboriginal peoples need not await formal co-management agreements before acting
within their spheres of jurisdiction. Negotiating formal agreements may become intractable.
Eventually when governance by two orders of government (aboriginal and non-aboriginal)
cannot coexist, the courts could resolve the conflict on constitutional principles, as with federal provincial conflicts. However, as a rule, neither federal nor provincial governments await the
"agreement" of the other before acting within their own jurisdiction.190
Even with established environmental aboriginal or treaty rights, and even with no infringement
by the federal government, the role of provincial governments must be considered.
G. WHAT ROLE DOES THE PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT HAVE AS TO
ENVIRONMENTAL ABORIGINAL AND TREATY RIGHTS?
The role of provincial governments needs special consideration. Many impacts on
environmental aboriginal rights are from provincial government decisions due to the allocation
of responsibility over resources within the province under section 92 and 92A of the Constitution
Act, 1867, as amended. In addition, for provinces where there are treaties that contain a "lands
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taken up" clause, provincial decisions as to settlement and resource development also have
impacts. These impacts are both on expressed treaty rights, and, potentially, on aboriginal rights
claims that may remain in those lands. There are additional impacts specific to one or the other
of the provinces, such as the Natural Resources Transfer Acts in the western provinces which are
considered constitutional instruments.
1. Fiduciary Duties
Do provincial governments owe constitutional fiduciary duties to aboriginal peoples? Professor
Slattery has suggested that the trust relationship with aboriginal peoples affects both Federal and
Provincial governments. He argues that the Crown’s fiduciary obligations to aboriginal peoples
followed the various powers as allocated by the Constitution Act, 1867. Most of the
responsibility is held federally because of section 91(24) but fiduciary responsibilities are also
held by provincial governments. This is because “the Provinces have powers and rights
enabling them to affect adversely Aboriginal interests protected by the [trust] relationship." He
located provincial fiduciary obligations due to the constitutional division of powers and due to
the fact of Provincial benefit from land surrenders.191 Hutchins and Schulze state that,
“It should no longer be controversial to say that the fiduciary duty binds the provincial
Crown insofar as its activities affect Aboriginal peoples.”192
Their argument included not only the fact of provincial benefit from land and rights surrenders
but also the English Court of Appeal’s decision in Secretary of State which confirmed that the
“various divisions of the Crown” took on the obligations of the original Crown “simpliciter”.193
Zellmer made a similar argument in the U.S. context. She argued that the fiduciary
responsibilities of the state arise in part from the benefits they have derived from the “massive
transfers of lands from First Nations to the federal government.”194
2. Provincial Infringement
The Chief Justice included a lengthy list of resource development initiatives in his obiter
comments in Gladstone and Delgamuukw as potentially meeting the justification test for
infringement. This list raises enormous concern. As McNeil points out, most of the possible
developments on his list are within provincial jurisdiction:
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"the development of agriculture, forestry, mining, and hydroelectric power, the general
economic development of the interior of British Columbia, protection of the environment
or endangered species, the building of infrastructure and the settlement of foreign
populations to support those aims,"
as
"the kinds of objectives that are consistent with this purpose [reconciliation of the prior
occupation of North America by aboriginal peoples with the assertion of Crown
sovereignty] and, in principle, can justify the infringement of aboriginal title."195
Slattery suggested that where conflict occurs among provincial, federal and aboriginal laws,
“the Federal or Aboriginal laws will take precedence. So within its sphere of authority,
an Aboriginal government may prevent the application of Provincial statutes by enacting
divergent legislation.” (Emphasis added)196
He argued that section 35 and the Sparrow infringement test do not provide authority for
provincial governments to override Aboriginal laws. This is because of the lack of authority to
legislate as to “Indians and lands reserved for Indians” under section 91(24). It is also because of
the paramountcy of federal laws over provincial in case of conflict. Slattery argues that
paramountcy extends to Aboriginal laws under section 35.197 However, in Delgamuukw and
Sundown, for example, the Supreme Court appeared to merely assume the possibility of
provincial override under the infringement test.198
In Delgamuukw, the Court held that provincial governments may not extinguish Aboriginal
rights (because such a law would be ultra vires due to section 91(24)). The Court seemed to
consider, however, that provinces may infringe aboriginal rights if they meet the justification
test.199
As Professor McNeil pointed out, Chief Justice Lamer's decision is internally inconsistent in this
regard. Chief Justice Lamer found that federal jurisdiction over "Lands reserved for the Indians"
under section 91(24) extends to aboriginal land rights beyond aboriginal title lands, and
precludes extinguishment before 1982 by the provinces.200 Section 91(24) jurisdiction over
"Indians" extends to "a core of Indianness" which "encompasses the whole range of aboriginal
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rights that are protected by s. 35(1)." The Chief Justice expressly included "practices, customs
and traditions that are not tied to land as well" as within federal jurisdiction and ultra vires
provincial legislatures.201 The Chief Justice appeared to believe that the jurisdiction over these
subjects had to be either federal or provincial (at least insofar as having authority to extinguish
aboriginal title and rights). He completely neglected to consider that they may be the
jurisdictional preserve of the aboriginal peoples themselves. Even before the enactment of s. 35,
Lamer found, the provinces lacked the jurisdiction to extinguish any of these rights due to
section 91(24). Section 88 does not authorize the provinces to extinguish the rights of
Aboriginal peoples.
However, as Professor McNeil shows, the Chief Justice's decision is inconsistent with these
statements later in the decision when he discusses the possibility of infringement. The Chief
Justice suggests that both federal and provincial governments may infringe section 35 rights by
virtue of extending the Sparrow justification test to both. Professor McNeil argues that the
Court neglected to lay a foundation for provincial authority to infringe aboriginal rights at all
before considering what justification standard they would have to meet to do so. The division of
powers analysis would indicate that the provincial governments have no jurisdiction to infringe
aboriginal rights and so no question of a justification test would arise.202
McNeil concludes that
"When exclusive federal jurisdiction in relation to Aboriginal title is combined with
Lamer C.J.C.'s description of the content of that title as the right to exclusive use and
occupation, provincial authority to infringe Aboriginal title seems to be excluded."203
The Chief Justice found, based on section 88 that provincial laws otherwise invalid due to
section 91(24) are incorporated by reference even though touching the “core of Indianness.” The
reason that section 88 does not provide for extinguishment by provinces through such laws is the
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lack of sufficient “clear and plain intent” to do so.204 However, with respect to infringement,
there is no requirement of a “clear and plain intent” to be shown. Accordingly the court must
have assumed, since section 88 validates provincial laws and incorporates them by reference,
that they are subject to the same infringement test as federal laws. On this basis, absent a repeal
of section 88 or a direct challenge to its constitutional validity, provincial governments could
infringe and satisfy the court that section 88 authorizes that infringement. However, this is a
highly unsatisfactory basis for a right of provincial infringement as it is an indirect, almost
“accidental” power to fundamentally affect aboriginal peoples’ constitutionally protected rights
by way of a non-constitutional section of the Indian Act.
Bankes said that the Delgamuukw Court's conclusion that any right or title protected by section
35 is by definition within the “core” of federal legislation under section 91(24) and
“thereby protected (i.e., immunized from provincial legislation.)... Although the Court
expresses this conclusion solely in terms of extinguishment, I find it difficult to see why
the same reasoning should not apply to provincial laws that do not go as far.”205
Bankes also argued that the Delgamuukw decision supports the principle that provincial laws that
affect a "matter of primary federal jurisdiction," such as "Indians" and "Lands reserved for
Indians," will be invalid, based on section 91(24) of the Constitution Act. Furthermore,
otherwise valid provincial laws that might affect "Indians" and "Lands reserved for Indians" will
be inapplicable in that respect, under the doctrine of "interjurisdictional immunity." In
particular, he suggested those provincial laws as to mineral, oil and gas, and forestry sectors that
extinguish aboriginal peoples’ rights will be invalid to that extent.206
Bankes argued that the Court's reasons in Delgamuukw, if followed by "a broad reading" of the
heads of jurisdiction in section 91(24), especially the "lands reserved" head,207
“offers considerable scope for creating a jurisdictional area within which aboriginal
governments can operate . . . I believe that previous attempts to create space for
aboriginal governments have been hampered by a narrow reading of s. 91(24) which in
turn has allowed provincial laws to intrude and regulate a broad range of activities on
reserves.”208
As mentioned above, Professor McNeil shows that section 88 does not incorporate provincial
laws that affect Aboriginal land rights. It is only applicable to provincial laws that affect Indians
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as "valid provincial laws of general application." However, provincial laws aimed at Indians
would be ultra vires.209 210
Section 88 presents another issue as to the possibility of provincial legislative impact on
environmental aboriginal rights. There is another category of provincial laws, applicable by
section 88, which are not "in pith and substance in relation to land," such as safe motor vehicle
operation. The issue that will arise with respect to provincial environmental laws is whether they
are laws "in relation to land" or not. Where there is an absence of relevant aboriginal laws the
Court may search for an applicable jurisdiction to avoid a health and safety "gap" in
legislation.211
While there is no apparent Aboriginal legislation, control or regulation of health and safety or
conservation matters, the Courts will be tempted to ensure the application of federal or provincial
legislation.
For example, the Court in Sundown discussed a possible limitation on the permanency of the
right to build hunting cabins. This was that Provincial legislation that relates to conservation and
passes the justificatory standard test might some day affect the right.212 The Sundown court also
discussed in obiter the possible “generous construction” of conservation laws213. Such
construction could include not only conservation of game and fish but also to the environment
they inhabit, habitat and biodiversity legislation, water quality of ground water, lakes, rivers and
streams, topsoil conservance and prevention of erosion. This would be to the effect that such
provincial laws may be justified in infringing the treaty rights in question.
Section 88 is not applicable to render provincial laws applicable if they are contradictory to or
restrictive of the terms of any Treaty. This includes both land cession Treaties and other treaties
such as those providing for "general confirmation of aboriginal rights" or providing for "political
or social rights."214 As a result, provincial legislation cannot restrict such rights. In Simon215, the
Court held that section 88 could not cause the right of a Mic Mac member to hunt provided in the
Treaty of 1752 to be abridged by a law of general application.
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In Sundown, the Court seemed to assume that only federal or provincial governments would be
properly concerned with environmental protection legislation. However, aboriginal peoples who
have aboriginal and/or treaty rights in the area in question would also have valid concerns as to
governance over environmental protection. Aboriginal peoples with environmental aboriginal
rights and with deep-rooted knowledge, understanding and traditions concerning the care of the
environment around them would make this assumption of the Court highly questionable.216
3. “Lands Taken Up”
Imai suggested that the Delgamuukw decision has implications for lands affected by aboriginal
treaty rights. The implications include the ongoing relevance of the internal laws of Aboriginal
nations at the time of signing the treaty; the application of fiduciary duties to provincial exercise
of the “lands taken up” clause found in most treaties and the possibility of a very high
justification standard being imposed upon the provincial government; the possibility of the
requirement of full consent from First Nations for infringement of hunting and fishing rights; and
finally the possibility that the province lacks the authority to act under the “lands taken up”
clause at all if it means infringement of aboriginal and treaty rights because of the lack of
provincial jurisdiction to infringe those rights.217
An example of the “lands taken up” clause is provided above from Treaty 9. An issue arises as
to whether the expressed treaty rights to hunt, fish and trap preclude the exercise of aboriginal
rights to hunt, fish and trap once the lands are “taken up” for the listed purposes. Are existing
aboriginal rights abridged or inapplicable on "lands taken up"?218 Would the same limitation
apply to environmental aboriginal rights on those lands? As a matter of logic, any unceded
aboriginal rights remaining on those lands should not be affected by the terms of a treaty and
should not be impacted by the "lands taken up clause" either. Professor Macklem reviewed the
historical record as to the understanding of the aboriginal peoples affected by Treaty 9 when they
entered into that treaty. He concluded that they would not have understood the treaty to “involve
an absolute surrender to the Crown of their rights to those lands.” He concluded that their
understanding of the use of lands outside the reserve areas was that those lands “would be
shared.”219
There is a further issue whether the “lands taken up” proviso could completely deny aboriginal
peoples the rights guaranteed in, for example, Treaty 9, to hunt, trap and fish. As Professor
Macklem noted, the province probably cannot take this approach because it owes fiduciary duties
to the aboriginal peoples affected by the treaties from which it has benefitted. Professor
Macklem discussed this fiduciary duty as limiting the province from allowing unchecked a list of
activities beyond those listed in the treaty that would interfere with the exercise of aboriginal
peoples’ treaty rights. A province's fiduciary duty should also preclude a province from allowing
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all or even a substantial portion of the lands required for the exercise of aboriginal peoples' treaty
rights from being “taken up” to defeat the meaningful exercise of those rights. The question
would be how to define the quantity of lands the province could take up without breaching the
terms of the treaty. The courts should seriously consider evidence of the ecological
interconnections that support the fish and game to which aboriginal peoples have treaty rights
protected by section 35. Even where aboriginal peoples do not prove activities protective of
water quality and habitat as “reasonably incidental” to their treaty rights, there may nevertheless
be a limitation on the provinces “taking up” lands with negative effects on these elements. One
measure of the limits of the lands taken up allowed to the province may then be the sustainability
of the ecosystem that supports the fish and game covered by the treaty. The lands taken up
clause, then, is not a means by which environmental treaty rights may be automatically defeated.
As those rights are constitutionally protected by section 35, the consequence is that even on lands
taken up, the province has resulting constitutional obligations. They must ensure that those
lands are taken up in such as way as to interfere as little as possible with the aboriginal peoples’
treaty rights.220
H. ENFORCEMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL ABORIGINAL AND TREATY RIGHTS
After proof of environmental aboriginal or treaty rights, the next issue that will arise is that of
enforcement of those rights. Given an environmental aboriginal or environmental treaty right,
how could it be enforced?
In Delgamuukw, the Supreme Court of Canada acknowledged that there will continue to be new
aboriginal rights protected by section 35(1) that have not previously been recognized by the
Court:
"I hasten to add that the constitutionalization of common law Aboriginal rights by s.
35(1) does not mean that those rights exhaust the content of s. 35(1). [From Cote]:
Section 35(1) would fail to achieve its noble purpose of preserving the integral and
defining features of distinctive aboriginal societies if it only protected those defining
features which were fortunate enough to have received the legal recognition and approval
of European colonizers."221
Some instruction could be taken from aboriginal peoples in the U.S. who choose to regulate the
environment on Indian lands and have done so under three main sources of authority: inherent
tribal authority; treaties with the United States; and federal statutory delegation of authority. The
latter two sources are enforceable by the United States courts.222
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The most "straightforward" (although by no means the easiest) means of enforcement in the face
of a breach of a section 35 protected environmental aboriginal right is by means of an application
to the Court to have the offending law, regulation, policy or government action declared to be "of
no force and effect" by way of section 52(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982223 at least insofar as it
infringes the aboriginal or treaty right. Other remedies could include reading down, reading in,
or severing offending provisions, in clear cases.224 In Cree Regional Authority225 the Federal
Court of Canada granted mandamus to “private plaintiffs” “seeking to compel a public official to
carry out his statutory duties.” The Court reviewed the requirements for a writ of mandamus,
including that there must be no doubt as to the right that the claimant seeks to protect. It must
be based on a “clear legal right to have the thing sought by it done by the person sought to be
coerced.”226 These remedies, of course, require that there be some offending government
legislation or action.
Hutchins and Schulze also suggest that there are constitutional remedies from breach of section
35 as a result of inaction. Inaction includes failure to address aboriginal concerns when drafting
policy and narrow reading of obligations by government.227
Another means of enforcement was suggested by Kapashesit and Klippenstein. Positive rights
may be developed and may be the “least intrusive means” of achieving an objective of the
government. Then, section 35 and the justification test may require that the government
“integrate Aboriginal ecological management systems into environmental protection
programs.”228 This would require of course, that the government objective in question and the
system adopted by the aboriginal peoples in question be consistent and compatible. The
government should be required to adopt an approach that interfered as little as possible with any
codified or expressed rules of the aboriginal peoples as to the environmental aboriginal right in
question, and to endeavour to shape their governmental objective so as to minimize the
possibility of conflict with the aboriginal right.229 A current threat is that governments will shape
their objectives more in the direction of “economic balancing” of non-constitutional rights of
other Canadians because of the language of the Court in Gladstone and Delgamuukw.
In looking for enforcement of environmental aboriginal rights, aboriginal peoples and Courts
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interpreting these rights must beware of the assumption that a right or a right of governance must
be exclusive. On that basis, the court then finds it difficult to uphold the right at all230. The
constitutional basis of governance and sovereignty as allocated over various institutions in
Canada is discussed elsewhere in this paper. In seeking to enforce a right or to exercise
governance of the right, aboriginal peoples need not claim absolute exclusivity. There may be a
claim that another order of government lacks jurisdiction to affect their right. There may even be
a claim to supremacy in a particular sphere. Even then, constitutional supremacy does not mean
that there is no valid jurisdictional role for other orders of government within their respective
spheres.
Harbison has pointed out that tribal governments in the U.S. suffer from this approach by the
courts. He described the U.S. case of Montana in which a tribe’s inherent right to regulate the
use of its resources within reservation boundaries was “virtually extinguished.” A better result
would have been a requirement that the right be applied in a nondiscriminatory manner. The
court’s decision was based on an “unarticulated and unsupported assumption that tribal
governments will treat non-members unfairly.”231 Accordingly it struck down the power instead
of allowing it to coexist with the federal and state jurisdiction.
Kyle expressed a similar concern in a review of the Supreme Court of Canada’s 1996 aboriginal
fishing rights decisions. She found the Court’s reluctance to “fully recognize commercial and
self-regulatory elements in the Aboriginal fishing right” to be due to the concern of the Chief
Justice in “recognizing special rights for one group in society." Accordingly, she showed that he
attempted to narrow the definition of Aboriginal rights. He did so in part by requiring other
interests in society to be taken into account by way of “reconciliation” at the point of definition
of the aboriginal rights in question rather than at the point of justification of an infringement.232
The result is that on this approach, jurisdictional room is not left to aboriginal peoples. This
approach can and should be modified by the Court.
I. CONCLUSION
Section 35 could be a powerful tool for protection of environmental aboriginal rights and
environmental treaty rights. Aboriginal peoples entitled to the protection of section 35 could
consider characterizing the rights they seek to protect as specifically as possible. They could
now lay a foundation for possible future proof or assertion of these rights. Communities should
consider the kind of evidence that they would need for proof of environmental aboriginal rights
as integral to the culture, or as reasonably integral to other aboriginal rights. Alternatively,
environmental rights founded on existing treaty rights could be proven as reasonably incidental
to those treaty rights.233 For aboriginal title rights, the preference may be to exercise
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environmental aspects of those rights under the aboriginal title rights.
Environmental aboriginal and treaty rights must be capable of exercise. It is important that
aboriginal peoples assert and protect the right to continued development and evolution of
environmental and aboriginal treaty rights. One mechanism may be through decisions to
exercise governance over environmental aboriginal and treaty rights. Aboriginal peoples should
plan for resistance of infringement of these rights by the Crown.
In addition, aboriginal peoples may want to assert requirements that provincial and federal levels
of must government act to protect these section 35 environmental rights. This may include rules
requiring non-aboriginal persons or persons off-reserve to abide by measures that are protective
of the environment on those lands, such as in the United States case of Albuquerque.234 Another
possibility is the adoption of standards or impact measures off-reserve that are the same as those
developed by aboriginal peoples on-reserve. Other possibilities include ensuring that federal and
provincial governments respect priority rights where environmental resources to which
aboriginal peoples are entitled are nonexclusive or shared with non-aboriginal peoples. Where
aboriginal peoples can persuade another level of government who shares jurisdiction to
cooperate, co-management provides at least a theoretical possibility of avoiding conflicts in
governance decisions. Some successful examples can be found in this respect.
Aboriginal peoples should consider exercise of their law making authority with respect to
environmental protection. This may consist of discovery, interpretation and perhaps codification
of traditional aboriginal laws.235 For example, Borrows demonstrates a way to
“shift the ground upon which decisions are made. Indigenous legal knowledge must be
an integral part of our decision-making standards within democracy. This knowledge
must be considered and received as precedent in law to guide answers to the questions we
have concerning the environment.”236 (Emphasis added).
In his land use planning case study, Borrows showed one way in which traditional aboriginal
laws may be interpreted to derive applicable environmental law principles such as designing to
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scale; habitat restoration; monitoring; enhancement; and prevention of resource loss.237
Similarly, with the White Mountain Apache described by Long, environmental law principles for
their land could be derived from what he relates as the advice of the Apache elders:
"'Learn the names.' Apaches knew the names of all the mountains from their homes to
the sea, along with the names of the plants and animals that lived in those places. The
names are tied to stories that impart wisdom about how to live in harmony with the land
and with other people. By recalling the stories, Apaches can make better decisions and
further the process of restoring their world."238
It may also be possible to codify239, amend and enact new environmental laws according to the
continuing traditions and laws of the aboriginal peoples in question.240 Tsosie describes some of
the requirements for enacting customs as law. These include that the community norms or
customs be considered by the community members to be binding on them and that there be an
“appropriate incentive structure”.241
There are several reasons in support of this approach. These include that aboriginal peoples
recognize preexisting duties and obligations as caretakers as a fundamental principle242, and the
need to continue their law making traditions.243 Other reasons include the possibility of the need
for future proof and defence of these principles in non-aboriginal Courts under section 35 of the
Constitution, the need to assert the existence of a body of law to avoid the perception of a
legislative or regulatory “gap” that other governments would seek to fill in the future, 244 and the
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importance of the exercise of the inherent rights of sovereignty and self government by
aboriginal peoples.245
As Professor Borrows suggested:
“Indigenous law should not merely be received as evidence of a particular culture’s
environmental values, but along with other laws should be accepted as legal standards
through which North American practices can be measured.” (emphasis in the original)246
Environmental governance by aboriginal peoples may be essential for the protection of
environmental aboriginal and treaty rights as recognized by section 35 of the Constitution Act,
1982. Aboriginal peoples could choose from some or all of these actions. If not already doing
so, they should gather the stories, laws, principles, and rules of the First Nation and record them
in a variety of formats. This could include video, audio recordings of elders, searches through
written materials and archives, interpretation of cultural objects, and many other approaches.
This should be an ongoing project. Just as in the case of the development of the common law,
the "project" is never completed. There are also the Court's requirements for "evidence" that is
"cognizable" to the courts247 and for proof that the rights are continuing.
To make such evidence "cognizable" to the common law constitutional courts, another option is
that aboriginal peoples may wish to discover, repeat, codify, and interpret existing norms,
principles, rules, and laws as "legal" precepts. This may also make such requirements
"cognizable" to other non-governmental actors who may otherwise impact upon the aboriginal
peoples' section 35 rights, but who wish to avoid doing so.
Another option is to take further steps of governance, for example, to regulate a resource,
members of the first nation, or the reserve's geographical environment, in contemporary form.
For example, a resolution or a law could be passed. Additional consideration would be required
as to whether such laws should be passed under the authority of the Indian Act, where applicable.
When a bylaw passed under the auspices of the Indian Act is in question, the Court will adjudge
the authority of the first nation to pass that bylaw in accordance with the expressed authority of
the Indian Act, and in accordance with the procedural requirements of the Indian Act. This
approach is analogous to a delegated authority approach as to the source of the aboriginal
peoples' right to make laws as to their aboriginal and treaty rights. Aboriginal peoples may
prefer to find the foundation for their rights to make such laws in their existing rights. They may
also prefer to base such governance rights on the fact that such governance is the necessary
body of law to resist the filling of a regulatory “gap” by another order of government, and see McNeil,
"Constitutional Space", footnote 151, at p. 125
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mechanism by which to enjoy and protect those rights. The source of the authority then, would
be either inherent, or by way of treaty interpretation principles, or possibly, both, rather than by
way of federal legislation.
Aboriginal peoples may also want to consider the option of enforcing the laws, rules and
principles they enact or that exist in their culture. Assuming that jurisdiction over members is
not contested and that the governance structure is not contested, enforcement can include internal
enforcement over resources found on their own lands (reserve or aboriginal title); or over their
members. Internal enforcement by aboriginal peoples over members may or may not be "courtlike." External enforcement could be by way of co-management agreements, or by crossappointment with other levels of government. Canadian common law courts should be prepared
to uphold these arrangements on constitutional grounds. Whether to access common law courts
will always be a difficult decision based on numerous factors. These include the constitution of
the court, expense, time, availability of evidence, the jurisprudence, the possibility of a failure by
the courts to recognize the rights in question, and many other matters.
This review of the law and the literature with respect to section 35 rights shows that section 35
has real promise as a tool of environmental protection for aboriginal peoples, although section 35
claims are not without pitfalls. Pitfalls include justified infringement by government, lack of
compliance by provincial governments, the possible necessity to litigate to establish recognition
of entitlement to those rights, limited characterization of a right by the courts and the
requirements for new elements that courts may impose in the future.
Regardless of the barriers, courts and other levels of government will be forced to consider
claims to environmental aboriginal and treaty rights as framed and argued by aboriginal peoples.
In the meantime, Aboriginal peoples may not want to await complete agreement with other
levels of government before exercising governance decisions over their existing environmental
aboriginal and treaty rights which are protected by section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982.
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Appendix: Statutory References
SECTION 25
Section 25 of the Constitution Act, 1982, provides that:
“The guarantees in this Charter of certain rights and freedoms shall not be construed so as
to abrogate or derogate from any aboriginal, treaty or other rights or freedoms that pertain
to the aboriginal peoples of Canada including
(a) any rights or freedoms that have been recognized by the Royal Proclamation of
October 7, 1763; and
(b) any rights or freedoms that now exist by way of land claims agreements or may be so
acquired.”
Section 88, Indian Act
88. Subject to the terms of any treaty and any other Act of Parliament, all laws of general
application from time to time in force in any province are applicable to and in respect of Indians
in the province, except to the extent that those laws are inconsistent with this Act or any order,
rule, regulation or by-law made thereunder, and except to the extent that those laws make
provision for any matter for which provision is made by or under this Act.
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Appendix - Constitutional Entrenchment of Environmental Rights
For a description of some of the attempts at constitutional entrenchment of environmental
rights in nations' written constitutions, see Brynhildsen, Megan, "Constitutional Provisions for
Environmental Protection", [1996] Colorado Journal of International Environmental Law and
Policy 97; see Brandl, Ernst and Bungert, Hartwin, "Constitutional Entrenchment of
Environmental Protection: A Comparative Analysis of Experiences Abroad", (1992) 16 Harvard
Environmental Law Review 1 and see Brooks, Richard O., (1992) "A Constitutional Right to a
Healthful Environment", 16 Vermont Law Review 1063; and see Schlickeisen, Rodger,
“Protecting Biodiversity for Future Generations: An Argument for a Constitutional Amendment”
(1994) 8 Tulane Environmental Law Journal 181.
Appendix 1
Possible subsets of “aboriginal environmental rights”:
Cthe right to clean air
Cthe right to healthy air
Cthe right to air that does not harm food (plants, fish, animals), directly or by impact on their
habitat
Cthe right to clean air as an element of spirituality or worldview
Cthe right to clean water (surface or groundwater)
Cthe right to healthy water
Cthe right to water that does not harm food (directly or through the food chain)
Cthe right to water that does not detrimentally impact on livelihood (e.g. commercial fisheries or
other aspects of fisheries)
Cthe right to the flow of water
Cthe right to the water table / groundwater
Cthe right to the functions of the water system (water table support; groundwater recharge; water
flow; springs; sustaining other elements of the ecosystem; supporting wetlands; habitat, etc.)
Cthe right to the functions of land along streams, creeks, rivers, such as water storage, energy
transfer, leaf litter, temperature control, all to sustain habitat, both for food and cultural purposes,
and due to the inherent value of the ecosystem
Cthe right to sustainment of habitat, for food, food chain, medicinal, livelihood, cultural and
spiritual values
Cthe right to wildlife habitat for food, materials, cultural, spiritual reasons
Cthe rights to sustainment of trees for cultural, spritual significance, and for materials, habitat and
livelihood.
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Appendix 2
The U.S. Example
Canadian aboriginal peoples who are considering exercising their authority over
environmental issues on their lands should pay attention to the U.S. experience in deciding on
their continuing approach.
In a distinct constitutional context, tribal governments in the United States have begun to
assert regulatory control over activities both within and outside of “Indian country”.248 In 1984
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency adopted an Indian Policy that expressly
acknowledged tribal sovereignty that envisaged working with tribes “on a government-togovernment basis” rather than as “subdivisions of states”249. A few years later, the federal
enabling legislation was amended to authorize EPA to treat “tribes as states”250. This history of
U.S. federal statutory delegation is an important difference compared to Canada to consider
when reviewing the experience of environmental regulation by U.S. aboriginal peoples.251
Nevertheless, the experience is valuable and demonstrates some of the issues that arise when
aboriginal peoples’ regulation making activities affect non-aboriginal people or affect extra
territorial activities252. One of the requirements for a tribe to assume regulation making authority
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over water quality standards under the U.S. program is an assertion of the tribal government’s
authority to govern, along with the tribal lawyer’s statement explaining the basis for the assertion
and a description of the waters over which the tribe asserts its authority. One of the possible
sources is described as “inherent sovereignty, which flows from a source other than the United
States Constitution and predates Congress and the Supreme Court”, but this authority is not
generally extended to non-members of the tribe who possess “fee lands within the reservation”.
However, there is an important exception to this limitation which is analogous to the kinds of
arguments that may be mounted in Canada under section 35 of Canada’s Constitution Act. That
is the “needs-based” exception whereby a tribe in the U.S. may “regulate ‘the conduct of nonIndians on fee lands within its reservation when that conduct threatens or has some direct effect
on the political integrity, the economic security, or the health and welfare of the tribe.’”253
In the event that aboriginal peoples assert law making authority over environmental
regulation, the scope of their authority may be determined by a test analogous to the U.S.
regulatory approach to determine valid tribal regulation making authority over surface waters.
The requirements there are to demonstrate that “there are surface waters and critical habitat
within the tribe’s reservation that are covered by the [U.S.] Clean Water Act; that tribal members
use those waters and/or critical habitat, and thus may be exposed to pollutants present in or
introduced into those waters and habitat” and to assert that “impairments of the quality of
reservation waters caused by non-Indian activities would have serious and substantial effects on
the health and welfare of the tribe”.254 There are minimum federal requirements: the tribe’s
regulations must at least protect recreational uses in and on the water and uses by fish, shell fish
and wildlife “for protection and propagation”. They may also protect other uses as long as they
are consistent with the Clean Water Act, such as public drinking water supplies, irrigated
agriculture, recreational activities, power generation, industrial and commercial activities and
cultural or religious activities. The chosen uses are then protected with water quality criteria,
expressed either as narrative statements or as numeric standards.255 Standards more stringent
than an adjacent state’s are expressly permitted. Enforcement in part is ensured by the
requirement for non-aboriginal persons to obtain a certificate from the tribe as a condition of
obtaining the federally issued permit that is required for the discharge. If an applicant challenged
the tribe’s decision, at least for lands on reserve, the challenge must be heard in the tribal court
under tribal law.256 In an action between the City of Albuquerque, New Mexico and the EPA, a
U.S. federal court upheld this approach and the validity of the EPA’s requirement that the City
meet the Pueblo of Isleta’s strict water quality standard for a portion of the Rio Grande river
within the reservation. Grijalva described the Pueblo of Isleta’s view of the Rio Grande as “the
limited ability of tribes to enforce the standards - under that scheme, it is ultimately up to the EPA. The tribe's
authority to bring statutorily authorized "citizen's suits" has been largely ineffective. However, one court has upheld
the tribe's authority to protect "air resources on its reservation from the off-reservation emissions: Nance v.
U.S.E.P.A. 645 F.2d 701 (9th Cir. 1981): Epel, Joshua and Tierney, Martha, "Tribal Authority over Air Pollution
Sources on and off the Reservation," (1995) 25 Environmental Law Reporter 10583 at 19 of 53 (WestLaw)
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source of life” and the water quality standard as having been developed to protect it. The
standard was adopted to protect ceremonial uses by tribal members of the Rio Grande.257

257
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